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Section 3

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V
Y95KAA and Y95KBA (knob adjustment)
Y95KAC and Y95KBC (screw driver adjustment)
Rod thermostats 15A 230V/400V
Y96KAA and Y96KBA (knob adjustment)
Y96KAC and Y96KBC (screw driver adjustment)
Ambient limiters, 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V
Y97KAF and Y97KBF (automatic reset)
Y97KCF, Y97KDF, Y97KEF, Y97KEG, Y97KEH (fail safe manual reset)
Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V
Y98KAF and Y98KBF (automatic reset)
Y98KCF, Y98KDF, Y98KEF, Y98KEG, Y98KEH (fail safe, manual reset)
Rod limiters, 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V
Y99KAF and Y99KBF (automatic reset)
Y99KCF, Y99KDF, Y99KEF, Y99KEG, Y99KEH (fail safe, manual reset)
Double room thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure)
Y9AKAC Automatic reset high-limit
Y9AKCF Fail safe manual reset
Double bulb and capillary thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure)
Y9BKAC Automatic reset high-limit
Y9BKCF Fail safe manual reset
Rod double thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure)
Y9CKAC Automatic reset high-limit
Y9CKCF Fail safe manual reset
Disc thermostats and limiters, 10A, 250V
Y9D4A-6, 2 cable glands M25
Y9E4A-9, 3 cable glands M25
Y9D4A-P, 1 cable gland M25+ drill for 1“1/4 plastic stand-off leg.
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with incorporated junction block
Room thermostats 15A 230V/400V
Y94KAA and Y94KBA (knob adjustment)
Y94KAC and Y94KBC (screw driver adjustment)

Accessories
Ex «e» aluminum junction boxes, IP65. 140x110x90mm
Y9FA00, Blank without holes
Y9FA5R, with 2 holes for M25 cable glands and Din rail
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Y9FA5R42V Equipped with Din rail, 6 ways junction block,
2 M25 cable glands, and cable locking brackets.
Y9FA6R63V Equipped with Din rail, 9 ways junction block,
3 M25 cable glands, and round cable locking brackets.

64

EX «e» cable glands (-50+150°C)
-6Y9P16B: M16, for capillary and cables, with corrugated flexible protection tube dia. 10mm
-6Y9P16F: M16, for round cables dia. 6 to 7.5mm, with corrugated flexible protection tube dia. 10mm
-6Y9P16G: M16, for round cables dia. 7.5 to 8.5mm, with corrugated flexible protection tube dia. 12mm
-6Y9P20C: M20, for round cables dia. 9 to 13mm and flat cables without corrugated flexible protection tube.
--6Y9P25C M25 round cables dia. 11 to 16mm and flat cables without corrugated flexible protection tube.
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1815 the miner safety
lamp, invented by
Humphry Davy

1842 The Mueseler
miner lamp

1862 Electrical miner
lamp

In 1842 the Liège Mathieu-Louis Mueseler invented a lamp that had the following advantages:
- It is quickly extinguished when there is plenty of explosive gases, even in a mixture with pure hydrogen.
- It shines best and can be placed away from the worker and free tools, and best suited in galleries having strong air streams.
- The wire mesh, being remote from the tank , do not permeate to oil. Only a dry dust can stick but it is easily removable.
- It is provided with two wire meshes, one horizontal and the other vertical, so that one remains intact when the second is to be torn.
- Finally , the air flow to activate the combustion is from top to bottom instead of being laterally, provision that gives the inestimable advantage over all
other safety lamps, of turning off suddenly when the air is charged with sufficient carbon hydrogen to provide an explosive mixture.
This lamp spread in the basin of Seraing and other coal centers in Belgium and, in 1864, its use was prescribed by the Belgian Government. It was then
adopted in a number of mines in France and England.
Lighting miners became safer. The use of these lamps, however remained linked to the respect of safety, and there were many accidents resulting from
human carelessness. Here is an example, one of my ancestors, Auguste-Joseph Jumeau , was one of the victims :
On Saturday, March 6, 1852 , at the pit " Ferrand " at Elouges in The Borinage (Belgium), the morning shift just came down in the galleries, it was the last day
of work in this mine, as it should be closed to allow upgrades and safety works. The pit had a small diameter and allowed a two buckets traffic only (large
casks used to bring the coal up to the surface and the movements of people) attached to hemp ropes.
At 20 meters of the hanging point, at the entrance of a gallery, was a tank containing water for the mine horses. Around 10 AM, the worker in charge of
treating horses went there to draw water. As the lamp did not light enough (probably a Davy lamp type), he imprudently opened it. As soon as the flame in
contact with the atmosphere, an explosion rocked the mine. The horse trainer was thrown against a wall and was horribly burned. He survived nevertheless.
His many companions were less fortunate: 63 miners, men, women and children were killed.
A risk still remained to be solved: the ignition of the lamp, which forced to back it out of the well if accidentally extinguished. In the 1890's, when kerosene
replaced oil in lamps, electric ignition systems for miner lamps were tested, having enclosures that did not let the flame out (Patent by William Ackroyd,
Morley, England).
The first electric portable lamps with batteries offered at the Academy of Sciences of Paris en1862 by MM. Dumas and Benoit, did not definitely meet safety
requirements, unlike earlier expectations that set forth their lighting tube enclosed in a sealed tube as not fearing the ignition of firedamp (featured in the
Journal of Industrial Engineering, July 1863).
In 1884, English Theophilus Cad, from Forest Gate, England, invented an electric lamp whose switch was enclosed in what can be considered
the first electrical flameproof enclosure (British Patent No. 806 of 5 January 1884).
Timidly used from 1890, electric lamps grew very slowly between 1920 and 1930.

1884 Cad electrical lamp
But shortly after the introduction of electricity in coal mines, it was also discovered that lethal explosions could be initiated by fixed electrical equipment such as lighting, signals or
motors.
Around 1910, 12 volts DC signaling systems considered safe appeared.
However, in October 1913, took place the largest explosion of British mines, that of Senghenydd Colliery, where 439 miners perished. It was suspected an alarm system, consisting of two
parallel bare wires running along the galleries, which allowed any miner wishing to report a problem to the surface to make it by contacting momentarily the two wires with a metal tool.
But the bell inductance coils caused a spark, which was probably the cause of the explosion. It was then determined that these products might be secured by a careful design, the
forerunner of the "intrinsic safety''. Following this disaster, the miners demanded the withdrawal of the electrical equipment of pits. Then began the development of electric devices
called "explosion proof”, which inevitable sparks could only occur in a protective envelope preventing from igniting the surrounding gas.
Historically, the topic of Hazardous (Classified) Locations first appeared in the National Electrical Code (NEC) in 1923, when a new article entitled “Extra-Hazardous Locations” was
accepted. This article addressed rooms or compartments in which highly flammable gases, liquids, mixtures or other substances were manufactured, used, or stored. In 1931,
“Classifications” consisting of Class I, Class II, etc., for the hazardous locations were defined
In the investigations leading to approval of loading and conveying machines the bureau is guided by the provisions of Schedule 2C. issued on February 3, 1930. This schedule classified
the various electrical parts according to their liability to sparking and specified the type of enclosure to be used for each class. As required by the schedule, a part that may produce
sparks during normal operation must be enclosed in an explosion-proof casing; that is, an explosion of gas in such a casing must not ignite the gas surrounding the casing or discharge
flames from any joints, bearings, or lead entrances. The object of the bureau's investigations is therefore to determine by test and inspection whether or not the enclosures are suitable
to the purpose for which designed. The explosion-proof qualities are demonstrated by tests in which gas is exploded within the casings. Other tests are made to check the adequacy of
electrical clearances and insulation. In addition to the tests, a detailed inspection of parts, including a careful check against drawings and specification is made. These drawings
constitute the chief record of the equipment investigated and therefore must be complete in detail to cover adequately the construction to be approved. A description of test equipment
and methods followed in conducting these investigations is given in Bureau of Mines Bulletin 305, Inspection and Testing of Mine-Type Electrical Equipment for Permissibility, published
in 1929.
In Europe, the first German standards on "The protection of electrical installations in hazardous areas " were published in 1935, and gave guidelines for the installation of electrical
equipment in hazardous areas. In 1938 appeared a fundamental change dividing the installation requirements (VDE 0165) and the design requirements of products (VDE 0170 / 0171 ).
Standards of product design included the types of basic protection against explosions such as flameproof enclosures, immersion in oil and increased safety. Components were designed
to be protected against explosions and housed in industrial type housings that were resistant to weathering. This led to the development of flameproof components mounted inside
increased safety housings. Devices designed to this standard were marked with the symbol (Ex). During the 1960's, the European Community was founded to establish a free trade area
in Europe. To reach this goal, technical standards needed to be harmonized. Consequently, the European Organisation for Electrotechnical standardization (CENELEC) was created. A new
set of European standards describing devices for explosive environments (EN 50014 - EN 50020) was published in 1972. In 1975, the first EU directive for devices used in hazardous
areas, known as "Directive on the protection against explosions ", was published. In 1978, the first edition of European standards was published by CENELEC which covered installation
techniques.
IEC standards currently in force in 2014 for equipment for explosive atmospheres are:
IEC 60079-1: Flameproof enclosures "d",
- IEC 60079-2: Envelopes internal pressure "p",
- IEC 60079-5: Powder filling "q",
- IEC 60079-6: oil immersion "o",
- IEC 60079-7: increased safety "e",
- IEC 60079-11: intrinsic Safety "i",
- IEC 60079-15: Type of protection "n",
- IEC 60079-18. Encapsulation "m".
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They are supplemented by the following equipment standards:
- IEC 60079-25,
- IEC 60079-26,
- IEC 62013-1,
- IEC 62086-1.
At their transcription into European standards, the IEC prefix is replaced by EN.
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Historical introduction to explosion proof thermostats
The explosion of firedamp in mines caused by the flames of oil lamps, was the cause of many accidents and caused hundreds of deaths. This explosion had a
double danger: methane gas and coal dust. When the methane exploded, the explosion was generally followed by a much more violent explosion of dust (the
dust explosion) produced by inflammation of the cloud of coal dust produced by the initial explosion.
The oldest listed, but certainly not the first tragedy, was the one of the pit of the Barbeau de Wez, near Liège in Belgium, which caused 94 victims in 1514.
The first solution was to hire minors, volunteers and paid more to ignite the gas every day.
Firedamp was "lit" before the miners arrival. For this purpose, a worker called penitent (because of the suit which he was clothed) or gunner, covered with
wet leather or fabric clothes, face protected by a mask equipped with glass windows and carrying a lighted candle, was responsible for igniting the gassy
pockets, mostly located in the upper parts of galleries.
Alphonse Meugy describes how to operate in his book, "History of the Mines in Rive-de-Gier" (1848):
"Two workers called gunners used to go down to the mine a few hours before their peers, with strong canvas clothes, and covered with a kind of head cap.
They were moving at a certain distance of the working faces and while one of them was hiding in a nearby gallery, the other one, armed with a pole bearing a
burning wick at its end, was approaching by crawling until the flame of the wick was beginning to grow. He then was laying, face to the ground with his
clothes soaked and was lifting the pole to the top of the excavation. This was producing a detonation which often had the effect of seriously injuring the
gunner. He was rescued by his colleague."
Ponies carrying a lit candle were also used. They were watered then sent to the galleries in the hope of creating tiny explosions.
After many accidents, the English Humphry Davy discovered in 1815 that a flame enclosed in a very fine mesh does not ignite firedamp. Miners lighting
became safer.
The practice of the "penitent" or "gunner" was gradually outlawed in the mines around 1835, after the Davy lamp being almost universally used in France
since 1823.
This lamp, which was called ''the Davyne'' in France, seemed likely to provide all the necessary safety guarantees against ignition of firedamp but after many
explosions occurred in coal mines where this lamp was used, it was soon demonstrated it was not flawless, and that it could only reduce the chances of
explosions, without preventing them in all cases. In particular, it had the following defects:
- The inflammation of a mixture of air and carbon hydrogen can occur through the metallic canvas, in galleries where there is a quick airflow, because then,
the lamp flame blushes the mesh or passes through.
-The slightest shock can deform or even tear open the mesh, and thus render the lamp ineffective.
- The metal-mesh in contact with the oil reservoire,is soon greased and traps fuel dust, thus forming a paste which can be ignited, both inside and outside.

Thermostat identification plate printings

Thermostats type KW with ingress
protection enclosure
1: Type of micro-switch used in the thermostat
2: Electrical rating.
3: Microswitch manufacturing year
4: Gas use code (see detail herunder)
5: Thermostat manufacturing year.
6: Atex logo and code (see detail herunder).
7: Atex code of certified body that has CE
approved the quality organization of the
manufacturer (code 0080= Ineris).
8: Manufacturer name and address.
9: Thermostat serial number
10: Switch Serial number.
11: Atex approval number
13: Thermostat reference number

Thermostats types KA, KB, KC, KD, KE, KF, KG,
Thermostats types KA, KB, KC, KD, KE, KF, KG, KH,
KH, 4A, cable electrical connection, with or without
wire electrical connection. Types with protection
ingress protection enclosure
enclosure must have an additional certificate.
1: Thermostat reference, 13 characters. (characters 3, 4, 5, 6, 1: Thermostat reference, 13 characters. (characters 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 give the temperature range in °C)
7, 8 give the temperature range in °C)
2: Electrical features and electrical rating.
2: Electrical features and electrical rating.
3: IECEx approval number
3: IECEx approval number
4: Gas use code (see detail herunder).
4: Gas use code. see detail herunder).
5: Manufacturing date.
5: Manufacturing date.
6: Atex logo and code (see detail herunder).
6: Atex logo and code (see detail herunder).
7: Atex code of certified body that has approved the
7: Atex code of certified body that has CE approved the
quality organization of the manufacturer (code 0080=
quality organization of the manufacturer (code 0080=
Ineris).
Ineris).
8: Manufacturer name and address.
8: Manufacturer name and address.
9: Serial number.
9: IECEx Logo (option not used on most thermostat models)
10: Atex approval number
10: Serial number.
11: Thermostat housing min. and max. ambient
temperature.
11: Atex approval number
12: Thermostat housing min. and max. ambient temperature
(variable value depending on thermostat models).
13: Extra ingress protection enclosure, IP54 or IP65, when
the thermostat is used inside an extra enclosure. A second
nameplate is also riveted outside the extra ingress
protection enclosure. When delivered without extra
enclosure, it is stamped XXXX
14: Ingress protection class of extra enclosure. When
delivered without extra enclosure, it is stamped XX
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Protections systems against explosions used in products described in this catalogue
Electromechanical thermostats have an important characteristic that makes critical their use in potentially explosive atmospheres: the opening and
closing of their electrical contact, which occurs regularly during their normal operation, produces a spark between the contacts. If they are not intended
and designed specifically for being used in hazardous areas, their use becomes particularly dangerous because this spark is sufficient to ignite the
surrounding atmosphere.
Historically, the solution was to use standard thermostats, and enclose them in a cast iron enclosure, with large sealing surfaces and a minimum gap
between cover and frame, (described as “d” style enclosures in EN 60079-1, formerly EN50018), so that if an explosion occurred around the electrical
contact, it could not extend outside the enclosure. This resulted in heavy, massive and bulky devices because this enclosure had itself to withstand the
explosive ignition of the gas mixture which filled it.
Although this solution is still used by some manufacturers, JPC has developed over the past 10 years a concept for light and compact products, limiting
the flameproof area to the immediate environment of the switch.
This solution allows for devices with a direct output cable (or wires), avoiding the electrical connection inside the enclosure. Thermostats, whose sizes
are similar to conventional thermostats can be incorporated, according to the customer's choice, in their own mechanical protection enclosure and
electrical connection is carried away in a junction box that meets the applicable requirements of environment and hazardous areas standardsThis is the
reason why you will find different types of thermostats for explosive atmospheres in this catalog:
- Thermostats with wires electrical connection: (They are those having the smallest footprint) to allow installation and connection in a increased safety
(Ex 'e' ) enclosure, but because of their components approval, it is required to apply for an additional approval of the customer enclosure with all its
equipment. This solution, although these models of thermostats are the most economical, is therefore valid for large quantities applications only.
- Thermostats with cable electrical connection: In these devices, the thermostat and cable are considered as a product, and meet the hazardous area
requirements if their installation instructions are fulfilled. In particular, they can be used without additional protective enclosure, by, for example,
mounting them directly on a panel. It is not necessary to request an additional certificate. This solution also allows mounting the thermostat in a
mechanical and ingress protection enclosure, which is not certified as equipment for explosive atmospheres. However, the cable must be mechanically
protected, and the connection at its end must be made in a increased safety (Ex 'e') approved junction box or outside the hazardous area.
- Thermostats with cable electrical connection, inside IP54 or IP65 ingress protection metal enclosures : these enclosures are lighter, less bulky and less
expensive than flameproof enclosures Ex type "b" or type Ex " e " increased safety enclosures. As the electrical connection is not made in these boxes,
they also enable to open their boxes for set point adjustment. However, the cable must be mechanically protected, and the connection to the end must
be made in an increased safety (Ex 'e') junction box, or outside the hazardous area. These enclosures must necessarily be earthed, and their eventual
painting, if it is not antistatic, must comply with the CENELEC R044 -001 § 4.4.4 report that specifies a thickness of less than 200 microns to avoid
electrostatic charges.
- Thermostats with cable electrical connection, inside IP54 or IP65 ingress protection plastic enclosures : They have the same general characteristics as
metal enclosures, but offer better corrosion resistance, and are available with transparent windows. For the same reasons than metal enclosures, they
must comply with§ 7.3 of the EN60079-0 standard, which specifies a certain electrical conductivity to avoid the building of electrostatic charges. Some
enclosures whose windows, made of non-antistatic plastic, have surface areas between 2500 and 10000mm², can be used only for gases class IIB, even if
the internal thermostat has an approval for gases IIC.
-Thermostats incorporated inside increased safety metal enclosures, (Ex approval "d" + "e ").
The explosion-proof thermostat is installed and connected in an increased safety enclosure, specially designed for thermostat. This solution allows
electrical connection inside the housing, but does not allow thermostat set point adjustment by opening the enclosure when energized. The cable exits
and the capillary cable gland must be Ex-“e” certified cable glands (which can be selected and installed by the customer), and the terminals are also Ex“e” certified, and cannot be modified or replaced by other models without cancelling the approval.
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Explanation of normative inscriptions
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This inscription defines the hazardous zone and the occurrence of
explosive gaseous atmospheres (gases, vapors or mists)
This classification of equipment in distinct areas is made according to
ATEX 1999/92/EC
1: Logo of conformity to ATEX European standard.
2: Group II, Equipment intended for use in places with an explosive gas
atmosphere other than mines susceptible to firedamp.
3:2G. Intermittent presence of explosive atmosphere in normal operation
(likely)

Inscriptions on “e”increased safety enclosures
with one or two built-in “d” explosion proof
thermostats

1: Thermostat reference, 13 characters.
2: Electrical features and electrical rating.
3: IECEx approval number
4: Gas use code.(d+e marking means that it is an increased safety enclosure including
an explosion-proof device)).
5: Manufacturing date.
6: Atex logo and code (see detail here-over).
7: Atex code of certified body that has CE approved the quality organization of the
manufacturer (code 0080= Ineris).
8: Manufacturer name and address.
9: Ingress protection class IP
10: Serial number.
11: Atex approval number
12: Thermostat housing min. and max. ambient temperature (variable value
depending on thermostat models).
13: Safety warning

1: Ex. specific symbol devices for protection against explosion according
to EN and IEC standards.
2: d. Electrical apparatus for use in gaseous atmospheres with explosion
proof enclosure protection according to EN 60079-1
3: II . Electrical equipment intended for use in locations, other than mines,
where a potential explosive atmosphere exists ( surface industries )
4: C .Type of explosive gaz. Grade C covers the most explosive gas such as
acetylene , carbon disulfide and hydrogen. An approved device grade C is
used for all gases as defined in the lower grades .
5: T6.Temperature surface reached by the thermostat housing in
operation, due to its internal self-heating in most adverse conditions . T6
is the the lowest class of self-heating, and corresponds to a maximum
surface temperature of 85°C. In some products, this surface temperature
class can be T5 . Note: this surface temperature T* does not exist on the
component s certificates
6: Gb . Corresponds to the " EPL " (equipment protection level)
specification. Gb level corresponds to the possibility of using products in
risk areas 1 and 2 (presence of intermittent explosive gas in normal use,
and occasional presence of explosive gas in an abnormal situation ),
corresponding to the 2G classification of the European Directive 94/9
(ATEX)
Equipment for explosive gas atmospheres, having a "high" level of
protection, which is not a source of ignition in normal operation or when
subject to faults that may be expected, though not necessarily on a
regular basis.

Inscriptions on increased “e”safety junction boxes

1: Thermostat reference, 13 characters.
2: Electrical features and electrical rating.
3: IECEx approval number
4: Gas use code.(d+e marking means that it is an increased safety enclosure including
an explosion-proof device)).
5: Manufacturing date.
6: Atex logo and code (see detail here-over).
7: Atex code of certified body that has CE approved the quality organization of the
manufacturer (code 0080= Ineris).
8: Manufacturer name and address.
9: Ingress protection class IP
10: Serial number.
11: Atex approval number
12: Thermostat housing min. and max. ambient temperature (variable value
depending on thermostat models).
13: Safety warning
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
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Wire electrical connection (component approval)
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

10mm Shaft

Front, 2 M4 screws

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAA-K
KBA-K

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with knob adjustment and front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height
of 71 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC .
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e”, and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e”
enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 56,5mm (Dimensions without shaft and knob)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel
over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending
radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Max
Switch Electrical
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², standard length 500mm. Wire ends
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
15
500000
250VAC
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, length 10 mm.
Other shaft lengths available on request:
15
500000
125VAC
- 20 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes M;
15
0-15VDC
500000
-30 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes J.
15-30VDC
500000
2
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

KAA-25025225K

KBA-25025225K

-25+25**

1500

KAA-10015225K

KBA-10015225K

-10+15**

KAA000050205K

KBA000050205K

0-50**

KAA000070525K

KBA000070525K

0-70

1500
1500
1500

KAA000070125K

KBA000070125K

0-70

KAA020090505K

KBA020090505K

20-90

KAA020090105K

KBA020090105K

20-90

KAA010150505K

KBA010150505K

10-150

KAA010150105K

KBA010150105K

10-150

KAA080200015K

KBA080200015K

KAA050300015K

KBA050300015K

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152
152

4.8

120

2+/-1
2+/-1
3+/-2

50

6.4

3+/-2
3+/-2
5+/-3

3000
1500
3000
1500

4.8

120
120

4.8

120

4.8

120

5+/-3
5+/-3
5+/-3
5+/-3

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

160

4.8

4.8

120

4

100

5+/-3
10+/-4

3+/-2
6+/-4

160

80-200

3000
1500

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Capillary length Bulb diameter
(C, mm)
(D2, mm)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Set point
adjustment

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Temperature control, front mounting
Electrical
connection

60
160

160
160
160

320

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

Screwdriver

Front, 2 M4 screws

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAC-K
KBC-K

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside fitting height of 60 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC .
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e”, and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e” enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 57,5mm (Dimensions without printed dial)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: with screw driver slot. When used as a temperature limiter, this adjustment screw can be sealed with varnish or epoxy resin. For adjustable temperature set
point applications, printed dials are available and must be ordered separately.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
15
500000
250VAC
PLCs circuits.
15
500000
125VAC
15
0-15VDC
500000
15-30VDC
500000
2
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAC-25025225K

KBC-25025225K

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

KAC-10015225K

KBC-10015225K

-10+15**

6.4

152

KAC000050205K

KBC000050205K

0-50**

6.4

152

KAC000070525K

KBC000070525K

0-70

1500
1500
1500

4.8

120

KAC000070125K

KBC000070125K

0-70

120

KBC020090505K

20-90

4.8

120

KAC020090105K

KBC020090105K

20-90

4.8

120

KAC010150505K

KBC010150505K

10-150

3000
1500
3000
1500

4.8

KAC020090505K

4.8

120

KAC010150105K

KBC010150105K

10-150

4.8

120

KAC080200015K

KBC080200015K

80-200

3000
1500

4

100

KAC050300015K

KBC050300015K

50-300

1500

4

100

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)
3+/-2

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)
2+/-1
50
50

3+/-2
3+/-2
5+/-3

2+/-1
2+/-1
3+/-2

5+/-3
5+/-3
5+/-3
5+/-3

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

160

5+/-3
10+/-4
10+/-4

3+/-2
6+/-4
6+/-4

160

60
160

160
160
160

320
320

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Temperature control or high limit, front mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

Fixed setting, sealed

Front, 2 M4 screws

High limit

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAF-K
KBF-K

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of 60 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC .
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e”, and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e” enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 57,5mm
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20°C +/-3°C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location and the ambient temperature on the housing and
on the capillary. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our technical department for more information.
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
Max
Switch Electrical
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
PLCs circuits.
15
500000
250VAC
15
500000
125VAC
15
0-15VDC
500000
15-30VDC
500000
2
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Calibration
Capillary length
temperature(°C)
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

KAF ------ 225K

KBF ------ 225K

-25~ +25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

KAF ------ 205K

KBF ------ 205K

0 ~+50**

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

KAF ------ 525K

KBF ------ 525K

0~+70

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 125K

KBF ------ 125K

0~+70

1500
1500
3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 505K

KBF ------ 505K

+20~+90

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 105K

KBF ------ 105K

+20~+90

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 505K

KBF ------ 505K

+10~+150

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 105K

KBF ------ 105K

+10~+150

1500
3000
1500
3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 015K

KBF ------ 015K

+50~+300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Automatic reset high limit (not fail safe), front mounting

50

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation.
Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

Fixed setting, sealed

Front, 2 M4 screws

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or
DPNC 10A or
SPNO+SPNC 10A

+60 to +170°C

Types

KCF-M
KDF-M
KEF-M
(+KFF-M; KGF-M;
KHF-M)

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of 75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T6.
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e” , and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e” enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals : These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without manual reset button tripping distance)
Bulb and capillary: Copper, maximum length 900mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm. The sensing element can be a spiral capillary or a bulb.
Temperature sensing element: water, glycol and additives filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², T180°C, 450V;
3 wires for KCF, 4 wires for types: KDF, KEF; 5 wires for types: KGF, KHF. Standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20 ° C + / -3 ° C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our
technical department for more information.
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads,
28 mm distance
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard types are
KC types
KD, KE , KF, KG, KH types
Voltage
possible.
Max rating (A) Switch Electrical life (cycles) Max rating (A) Switch Electrical life (cycles)
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
10
500000
2
500000
400VAC
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
15
250VAC
500000
10
500000
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V, 2 simultaneous
15
500000
10
500000
125VAC
independent circuits (Type KEF)
15
0-15VDC
500000
10
500000
Other contact configurations are available
with MOQ: Type KFF, ( DPNO), type KGF (one
15-30VDC
500000
10
500000
2
SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and
one SPDT).Technical data sheets available on request.
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)
Minimum resettable Capillary length Bulb diameter
temperature (°C)
(C, mm)
(D2, mm)

References with
SPDT contact

References with References with one DPST + one Temperature
close on rise signal contact
DPST contact
set point (°C)

KCFS10060P5F5M

KDFS10060P5F5M

KEFS10060P5F5M

60+/-5

20

900

6

50

90

KCFS10070P5F5M

KDFS10070P5F5M

KEFS10070P5F5M

70+/-5

30

900

6

50

100

KCFS10080P5F5M

KDFS10080P5F5M

KEFS10080P5F5M

80+/-5

40

900

6

50

110

KCFS10090P5F5M

KDFS10090P5F5M

KEFS10090P5F5M

90+/-5

50

900

6

50

120

KCFS10110P5F5M

KDFS10110P5F5M

KEFS10110P5F5M

110+/-5

70

900

6

50

140

KCFS12130P7F5M

KDFS12130P7F5M

KEFS12130P7F5M

130+/-6

90

900

6

60*

160

KCFS14150P7F5M

KDFS14150P7F5M

KEFS14150P7F5M

150+/-7

110

900

6

60*

180

KCFS14170P7F5M

KDFS14170P7F5M

KEFS14170P7F5M

170+/-7

130

900

6

60*

200

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

* tubular bulb
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40°C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the
risk of freezing if a temperature below -35°C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50°C.
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Manual reset fail safe high limit, front mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

10mm Shaft

Backside, DIN rail

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAA-L
KBA-L

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with knob adjustment and backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or
polyester and inside a fitting height of 85 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T6.
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e” , and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this
EX-“e” enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection
required by the standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without shaft and knob)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, length 10 mm.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, length 10 mm.
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
Other shaft lengths available on request:
15
500000
250VAC
- 20 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes M;
15
500000
125VAC
-30 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes J.
15
0-15VDC
500000
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
15-30VDC
500000
2
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAA-25025225L

KBA-25025225L

-25+25**

1500

KAA-10015225L

KBA-10015225L

-10+15**

1500

KAA000050205L

KBA000050205L

0-50**

KAA000070525L

KBA000070525L

KAA000070125L
KAA020090505L

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBA000070125L

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBA020090505L

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA020090105L

KBA020090105L

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA010150505L

KBA010150505L

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA010150105L

KBA010150105L

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA080200015L

KBA080200015L

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

KAA050300015L

KBA050300015L

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Temperature control, DIN rail mounting

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk
of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

Screwdriver

Backside, DIN rail

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAC-L
KBC-L

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of
75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC .
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e , and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e”
enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without printed dial)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals; Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: with screw driver slot. When used as a temperature limiter, this adjustment screw can be sealed with varnish or epoxy resin. For adjustable temperature set
point applications, printed dials are available and must be ordered separately.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
15
500000
250VAC
circuits.
15
500000
125VAC
15
0-15VDC
500000
15-30VDC
500000
2
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAC-25025225L

KBC-25025225L

-25+25**

1500

KAC-10015225L

KBC-10015225L

-10+15**

1500

KAC000050205L

KBC000050205L

0-50**

KAC000070525L

KBC000070525L

KAC000070125L
KAC020090505L

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBC000070125L

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBC020090505L

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC020090105L

KBC020090105L

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC010150505L

KBC010150505L

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC010150105L

KBC010150105L

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC080200015L

KBC080200015L

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

KAC050300015L

KBC050300015L

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C
can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Temperature control or high limit, DIN rail mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

Fixed setting, sealed

Backside, DIN rail

High limit

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAF-L
KBF-L

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of
75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC .
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e”, and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e”
enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing : aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 70mm
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20°C +/-3°C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
shifted slightly depending on the location and the ambient temperature on the
rating (A)
life (cycles)
400VAC (KA type only)
housing and on the capillary. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our
10
500000
technical department for more information.
15
500000
250VAC
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
15
500000
125VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
0-15VDC
500000
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
15-30VDC
500000
2
PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Calibration
Capillary length
temperature(°C)
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

KAF ------ 225L

KBF ------ 225L

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

KAF ------ 205L

KBF ------ 205L

0 ~+50**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

KAF ------ 525L

KBF ------ 525L

0~+70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 125L

KBF ------ 125L

0~+70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 505L

KBF ------ 505L

+20~+90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 105L

KBF ------ 105L

+20~+90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 505L

KBF ------ 505L

+10~+150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 105L

KBF ------ 105L

+10~+150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 015L

KBF ------ 015L

+50~+300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Automatic reset high limit (not fail safe), DIN rail mounting

50

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Wire electrical connection (component approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wires

Fixed setting, sealed

Backside, DIN rail

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or DPNC
10A or SPNO+SPNC 10A

+60 to +170°C

Types

KCF-N
KDF-N
KEF-N
(+KFF-N; KGF-N;
KHF-N)

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a component by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into a product mandatory requests the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of
75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C.
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC .
The thermostat must be installed in an increased safety enclosure, type Ex-“e”, and electrical connections at the end of the wires must be made inside this EX-“e”
enclosure.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
ATEX: INERIS13ATEX9026 –U; IECEx: INE13.0100U
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without manual reset button tripping distance)
Bulb and capillary: Copper, maximum length 900mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm. The sensing element can be a spiral capillary or a bulb.
Temperature sensing element: water, glycol and additives filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05S-K wires, 1.5 mm², T180°C, 450V;
3 wires for KCF, 4 wires for types: KDF, KEF; 5 wires for types: KGF, KHF. Standard length 500mm. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20 ° C + / -3 ° C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our
technical department for more information.
KC types
KD, KE , KF, KG, KH types
Voltage
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for
Max rating (A) Switch Electrical life (cycles) Max rating (A) Switch Electrical life (cycles)
35mm Din rail
10
500000
2
500000
400VAC
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard types
15
250VAC
500000
10
500000
are possible.
15
500000
10
500000
125VAC
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
15
0-15VDC
500000
10
500000
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V, 2 simultaneous
15-30VDC
500000
10
500000
2
independent circuits (Type KEF)
Other contact configurations are available with MOQ: Type KFF, (SPNO), type KGF (one SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and one SPDT).Technical data sheets
available on request.
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 500mm wires length (L1)

Minimum resettable Capillary length Bulb diameter
temperature (°C)
(C, mm)
(D2, mm)

References with
SPDT contact

References with
DPST contact

KCFS10060P5F5N

KDFS10060P5F5N

KEFS10060P5F5N

60+/-5

20

900

6

50

90

KCFS10070P5F5N

KDFS10070P5F5N

KEFS10070P5F5N

70+/-5

30

900

50

100

KCFS10080P5F5N

KDFS10080P5F5N

KEFS10080P5F5N

80+/-5

40

900

KCFS10090P5F5N

KDFS10090P5F5N

KEFS10090P5F5N

90+/-5

50

900

6
6
6

KCFS10110P5F5N

KDFS10110P5F5N

KEFS10110P5F5N

110+/-5

70

900

KCFS12130P7F5N

KDFS12130P7F5N

KEFS12130P7F5N

130+/-6

90

900

KCFS14150P7F5N

KDFS14150P7F5N

KEFS14150P7F5N

150+/-7

110

900

KCFS14170P7F5N

KDFS14170P7F5N

KEFS14170P7F5N

170+/-7

130

900

References with one DPST + one Temperature
close on rise signal contact
set point (°C)

6
6
6
6

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

50

110

50

120

50

140

60*

160

60*

180

60*

200

* tubular bulb
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40°C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the
risk of freezing if a temperature below -35°C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50°C.
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Max temperature
on bulb (°C)
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Manual reset fail safe high limit, DIN rail mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

10mm shaft

Front, 2 M4 screws

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAA-3
KBA-3

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with knob adjustment and front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height
of 71 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T5/T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 56,5mm (Dimensions without shaft and knob)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 3 x 1.5 mm², standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, length 10 mm.
Max
Switch Electrical
Other shaft lengths available on request:
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
- 20 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes M;
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
-30 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes J.
15
500000
250VAC
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
125VAC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
15
0-15VDC
500000
PLCs circuits.
15-30VDC
500000
2
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3m cable length (L1)

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAA-2502522C3

KBA-2502522C3

-25+25**

1500

KAA-1001522C3

KBA-1001522C3

-10+15**

1500

KAA00005020C3

KBA00005020C3

0-50**

KAA00007052C3

KBA00007052C3

KAA00007012C3
KAA02009050C3

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBA00007012C3

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBA02009050C3

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA02009010C3

KBA02009010C3

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA01015050C3

KBA01015050C3

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA01015010C3

KBA01015010C3

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA08020001C3

KBA08020001C3

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

KAA05030001C3

KBA05030001C3

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Set point
adjustment

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Temperature control, front mounting
Electrical
connection

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C
can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Screwdriver

Front, 2 M4 screws

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAC-3
KBC-3

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of 60 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T5/T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 57,5mm (Dimensions without printed dial)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 3 x 1.5 mm², standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: with screw driver slot. When used as a temperature limiter, this
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
adjustment screw can be sealed with varnish or epoxy resin. For adjustable
rating (A)
life (cycles)
temperature set point applications, printed dials are available and must be
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
ordered separately.
15
500000
250VAC
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
15
500000
125VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
0-15VDC
500000
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
15-30VDC
500000
2
circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3m cable length (L1)

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAC-2502522C3

KBC-2502522C3

-25+25**

1500

KAC-1001522C3

KBC-1001522C3

-10+15**

1500

KAC00005020C3

KBC00005020C3

0-50**

KAC00007052C3

KBC00007052C3

KAC00007012C3
KAC02009050C3

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBC00007012C3

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBC02009050C3

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC02009010C3

KBC02009010C3

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC01015050C3

KBC01015050C3

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC01015010C3

KBC01015010C3

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC08020001C3

KBC08020001C3

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

KAC05030001C3

KBC05030001C3

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C
can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Temperature control or high limit, front mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Fixed setting, sealed

Front, 2 M4 screws

High limit

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAF-3
KBF-3

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of 60 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T5/T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 57,5mm
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 3 x 1.5 mm², standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20°C +/-3°C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location and the ambient temperature on the housing and
on the capillary. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our technical
Max
Switch Electrical
department for more information.
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
250VAC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
15
500000
125VAC
PLCs circuits.
15
0-15VDC
500000
15-30VDC
500000
2
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3m cable length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Calibration
Capillary length
temperature(°C)
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

KAF ------ 22C3

KBF ------ 22C3

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

KAF ------ 20C3

KBF ------ 20C3

0 ~+50**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

KAF ------ 52C3

KBF ------ 52C3

0~+70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 12C3

KBF ------ 12C3

0~+70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 50C3

KBF ------ 50C3

+20~+90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 10C3

KBF ------ 10C3

+20~+90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 50C3

KBF ------ 50C3

+10~+150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 10C3

KBF ------ 10C3

+10~+150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 01C3

KBF ------ 01C3

+50~+300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Automatic reset high limit (not fail safe), front mounting

50

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Fixed setting, sealed

Front, 2 M4 screws

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or
DPNC 10A or
SPNO+SPNC 10A

+60 to +170°C

Types

KCF-5
KDF-5
KEF-5
(+KFF-5; KGF-5;
KHF-5)

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with front mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of 75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without manual reset button tripping distance)
Bulb and capillary: Copper, maximum length 900mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm. The sensing element can be a spiral capillary or a bulb.
Temperature sensing element: water, glycol and additives filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 1.5 mm², T180°C, 450V;
3 wires for KCF, 4 wires for types: KDF, KEF; 5 wires for types: KGF, KHF. Standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20 ° C + / -3 ° C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our
technical department for more information.
KC types
KD, KE , KF, KG, KH types
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 x M4 threads, 28 mm distance
Switch Electrical
Switch Electrical
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard types are possible.
Voltage
Max
rating (A)
Max rating (A)
life (cycles)
life (cycles)
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
2
500000
10
500000
400VAC
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
15
500000
10
500000
250VAC
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V, 2 simultaneous independent circuits (Type KEF)
15
500000
10
500000
Other contact configurations are available with MOQ: Type KFF, (SPNO),
125VAC
type KGF (one SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and one SPDT).Technical
15
0-15VDC
500000
10
500000
data sheets available on request.
2
500000
10
500000
15-30VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references with 3m cable length (L1)
Minimum resettable Capillary length Bulb diameter
temperature (°C)
(C, mm)
(D2, mm)

References with
SPDT contact

References with
DPST contact

KCFS10060P5FC5

KDFS10060P5FC5

KEFS10060P5FC5

60+/-5

20

900

6

50

90

KCFS10070P5FC5

KDFS10070P5FC5

KEFS10070P5FC5

70+/-5

30

900

6

50

100

KCFS10080P5FC5

KDFS10080P5FC5

KEFS10080P5FC5

80+/-5

40

900

6

50

110

KCFS10090P5FC5

KDFS10090P5FC5

KEFS10090P5FC5

90+/-5

50

900

6

50

120

KCFS10110P5FC5

KDFS10110P5FC5

KEFS10110P5FC5

110+/-5

70

900

6

50

140

KCFS12130P7FC5

KDFS12130P7FC5

KEFS12130P7FC5

130+/-6

90

900

6

60*

160

KCFS14150P7FC5

KDFS14150P7FC5

KEFS14150P7FC5

150+/-7

110

900

6

60*

180

KCFS14170P7FC5

KDFS14170P7FC5

KEFS14170P7FC5

170+/-7

130

900

6

60*

200

References with one DPST + one Temperature
close on rise signal contact
set point (°C)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

* tubular bulb
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40°C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the
risk of freezing if a temperature below -35°C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50°C.
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Manual reset fail safe high limit, front mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

10mm Shaft

Backside, DIN rail

Control

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAA-4
KBA-4

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with knob adjustment and backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and
inside a fitting height of 85 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without shaft and knob)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 3 x 1.5 mm², standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, length 10 mm.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Other shaft lengths available on request:
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
-20 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes M;
15
500000
250VAC
-30 mm: the third character of the reference (A) becomes J.
15
500000
125VAC
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
0-15VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
2
500000
15-30VDC
PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3m cable length (L1)

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAA-2502522C4

KBA-2502522C4

-25+25**

1500

KAA-1001522C4

KBA-1001522C4

-10+15**

1500

KAA00005020C4

KBA00005020C4

0-50**

KAA00007052C4

KBA00007052C4

KAA00007012C4
KAA02009050C4

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBA00007012C4

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBA02009050C4

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA02009010C4

KBA02009010C4

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA01015050C4

KBA01015050C4

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA01015010C4

KBA01015010C4

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAA08020001C4

KBA08020001C4

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

KAA05030001C4

KBA05030001C4

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Temperature control, DIN rail mounting

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C
can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Screwdriver

Backside, DIN rail

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-35 to +320°C

KAC-4
KBC-4

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of
75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T5/T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without printed dial)
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 3 x 1.5 mm², standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Adjustment: with screw driver slot. When used as a temperature limiter, this
rating (A)
life (cycles)
adjustment screw can be sealed with varnish or epoxy resin. For adjustable
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
temperature set point applications, printed dials are available and must be
15
500000
250VAC
ordered separately.
15
500000
125VAC
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
15
0-15VDC
500000
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15-30VDC
500000
2
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references with 3m cable length (L1)
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

KAC-2502522C4

KBC-2502522C4

-25+25**

1500

KAC-1001522C4

KBC-1001522C4

-10+15**

1500

KAC00005020C4

KBC00005020C4

0-50**

KAC00007052C4

KBC00007052C4

KAC00007012C4
KAC02009050C4

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBC00007012C4

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KBC02009050C4

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC02009010C4

KBC02009010C4

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC01015050C4

KBC01015050C4

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC01015010C4

KBC01015010C4

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAC08020001C4

KBC08020001C4

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

KAC05030001C4

KBC05030001C4

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C
can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
Go to the last section of this catalogue for knobs, dials, bezels and other accessories
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Temperature control or high limit, DIN rail mounting

Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Fixed setting, sealed

Backside, DIN rail

High limit

SPDT 15A

-35 to +320°C

Types

KAF-4
KBF-4

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of
75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to monitor or control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T5/T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 70mm
Bulb and capillary: Copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over 50°C. Capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 3 x 1.5 mm², standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20°C +/-3°C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted
Max
Switch Electrical
slightly depending on the location and the ambient temperature on the housing and
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
on the capillary. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our technical
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
department for more information.
15
500000
250VAC
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
15
500000
125VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
0-15VDC
500000
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
PLCs circuits.
15-30VDC
500000
2
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3m cable length (L1)

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Calibration
Capillary length
temperature(°C)
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

KAF ------ 22C4

KBF ------ 22C4

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

KAF ------ 20C4

KBF ------ 20C4

0 ~+50**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

KAF ------ 52C4

KBF ------ 52C4

0~+70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 12C4

KBF ------ 12C4

0~+70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 50C4

KBF ------ 50C4

+20~+90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 10C4

KBF ------ 10C4

+20~+90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 50C4

KBF ------ 50C4

+10~+150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 10C4

KBF ------ 10C4

+10~+150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KAF ------ 01C4

KBF ------ 01C4

+50~+300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320
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Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Automatic reset high limit (not fail safe), DIN rail mounting

50

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
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Explosion proof bulb and capillary thermostats for incorporation
Cable electrical connection (product approval)
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Fixed setting, sealed

Backside, DIN rail

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or
DPNC 10A or
SPNO+SPNC 10A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

+60 to +170°C

KCF-6
KDF-6
KEF-6
(+KFF-6; KGF-6;
KHF-6)

General rules for installation:
Important note: This thermostat is considered as a product by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres.
Its incorporation into equipment or inside an enclosure does not request the approval of the entire device by a professional competent certified body.
These models with backside 35mm Din rail mounting allow incorporation inside most existing “Ex e” junction boxes in aluminum or polyester and inside a fitting height of
75 mm.
These thermostats are intended to control temperatures in hazardous areas.
They can be used in zones 1 or 2 with gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperatureT5 or T6, and for ambient temperature on housing of -50 to +80°C(T5) , or -50 to
+70°C (T6).
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC T5/T6.
Electrical connections at end of the cable must be made inside increased safety «EX-e» enclosure, or explosion proof enclosure «Ex-d» or outside hazardous area.
The thermostat capillary exit must be performed by a cable gland with gasket adapted to the diameter of the capillary and providing the level of protection required by the
standard. Outside housings, electrical cable and thermostat capillary must be mechanically protected.
Approvals: These thermostats are ATEX and IECEx certified.
Atex: INERIS13ATEX0066-X ; IECEx: INE13.0099-X
Housing: aluminum, 82,2 x 37 x 68mm (Dimensions without manual reset button tripping distance)
Bulb and capillary: Copper, maximum length 900mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm. The sensing element can be a spiral capillary or a bulb.
Temperature sensing element: water, glycol and additives filled bulb and capillary.
Electrical connection: H05SS-F silicone insulated cable, 1.5 mm², T180°C, 450V;
3 wires for KCF; 4 wires for types: KDF, KEF; 5 wires for types: KGF, KHF. Standard length 3m. Wire ends with crimped terminals. Other lengths on request.
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the side.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20 ° C + / -3 ° C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our
technical department for more information.
KC types
Mounting: Snap on backside bracket for 35mm Din rail
KD, KE , KF, KG, KH types
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard types are possible.
Switch Electrical
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Max
rating (A)
Max rating (A)
life (cycles)
life (cycles)
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
10
500000
2
500000
400VAC
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
10
500000
15
500000
250VAC
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V, 2 simultaneous independent circuits (Type KEF)
Other contact configurations are available with MOQ: Type KFF, (SPNO),
10
500000
15
500000
125VAC
type KGF (one SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and one SPDT).
10
500000
15
500000
0-15VDC
Technical data sheets available on request.
10
500000
2
500000
15-30VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
PLCs circuits.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3m cable length (L1)

Minimum resettable Capillary length Bulb diameter
temperature (°C)
(C, mm)
(D2, mm)

References with
SPDT contact

References with
DPST contact

KCFS10060P5FC6

KDFS10060P5FC6

KEFS10060P5FC6

60+/-5

20

900

6

50

90

KCFS10070P5FC6

KDFS10070P5FC6

KEFS10070P5FC6

70+/-5

30

900

6

50

100

KCFS10080P5FC6

KDFS10080P5FC6

KEFS10080P5FC6

80+/-5

40

900

6

50

110

KCFS10090P5FC6

KDFS10090P5FC6

KEFS10090P5FC6

90+/-5

50

900

6

50

120

KCFS10110P5FC6

KDFS10110P5FC6

KEFS10110P5FC6

110+/-5

70

900

6

50

140

KCFS12130P7FC6

KDFS12130P7FC6

KEFS12130P7FC6

130+/-6

90

900

6

60*

160

KCFS14150P7FC6

KDFS14150P7FC6

KEFS14150P7FC6

150+/-7

110

900

6

60*

180

KCFS14170P7FC6

KDFS14170P7FC6

KEFS14170P7FC6

170+/-7

130

900

6

60*

200

References with one DPST + one Temperature
close on rise signal contact
set point (°C)

Bulb length
(L2, mm)

* tubular bulb
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40°C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the
risk of freezing if a temperature below -35°C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50°C.
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Manual reset fail safe high limit, DIN rail mounting

Explosion proof disc thermostats with IP65 enclosure
Sensing element

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Impossible adjustment

Probe

Control or limiter

10A SPNO or SPNC

0 +150°C

Types

General rules for installation:

IE
C

EX

ap

This explosion proof thermostat can be used in gas and dust, and is certified as ATEX and ECEEx equipment. It has a black anodized aluminum housing, IP65, with a cable for
electrical connection. Electrical connection at the end of this cable must be made inside an increased safety "e" junction box complying with the standard EN60079-7, or
outside hazardous area. Aluminum enclosure earthing with the grounding ring is mandatory. It can be used for measuring the temperature of ambient air, or to measure a
fluid temperature , through a M20x1.5 nozzle .
Its rear thread M20x1.5, same than M20 cable glands, allows mounting it through a wall drill intended for cable gland , which facilitates its integration into EX"e" increased
safety enclosures .
It does not require additional special approval of the EX"e" enclosure.
Housing: Aluminum, black anodized. With M20x1.5 nut and gasket. Dimensions: Overall length 29.5mm excluding cable, submersible length 15mm. clamping on 24mm on
flats hex.
Measuring element: bimetal disc
Connection: with silicone insulated cable, H05SS-F, 2x 1.5 mm ², length 3 meters for remote connection, or 0.3m for incorporation into an increased safety enclosure. Other
lengths on request. When connected to an external junction box, a mechanical protection of the cable is mandatory.
Set point calibration: factory set, not adjustable, possible temperature calibration from 0°C to 150°C
Mounting: double thread M20x1.5 for mounting through wall for air temperature control, or on a M20x1.5 tapping for liquid temperature control.
Contacts: SPNC or SPNO (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, or direct power control.
Max
rating (A)
10A
16A
15A

Voltage

250V alternatif
250V alternatif
125V alternatif

Switch Electrical
life (cycles)
100.000 cycles
30.000 cycles
100.000 cycles

EX

an
d

These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life: > 100.000 cycles
Approvals:
IECEx: pending, Ta-50+150
Main references with 300mm and 3 meter cable
Atex: pending, Ta -50+150
Cable 3m
Close
Open
Cable 300mm
Tolerance
Tolerance
temperature (°C/°F)
temperature (°C/°F)
(°C/°F)
(°C/°F)
4AS000905C930
4AS001808C930
4AS004010C930
4AS004512C930
4AS005010D930
4AS005510D930
4AS006010C930
4AS107010C930
4AS006010D930
4AS006015D930
4AS006510C930
4AS007020D930
4AS007010C930
4AS007510D930
4AS008016D930
4AS008818D930
4AS009510C930

4AS000905C9F0
4AS001808C9F0
4AS004010C9F0
4AS004512C9F0
4AS005010D9F0
4AS005510D9F0
4AS006010C9F0
4AS107010C9F0
4AS006010D9F0
4AS006015D9F0
4AS006510C9F0
4AS007020D9F0
4AS007010C9F0
4AS007510D9F0
4AS008016D9F0
4AS008818D9F0
4AS009510C9F0

10/50
18/64.4
40/104
45/113
50/122
55/131
60/140
60/140
60/140
60/140
65/149

3/5,4
3/5,4
3/5,4
3/5,4
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2

5/41
10/50
30/86
33/91.4
40/104
45/113
50/122
70/158
50/122
45/113
55/131

4/7,2
4/7,2
3/5,4
4/7,2
5/9
3/5,4
5/9
5/9
3/5,4
4/7,2
5/9

70/158
70/158
75/167
80/176
88/190.4
95/203

4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
3/5,4

50/122
60/140
65/149
64/147.2
70/158
85/185

5/9
5/9
3/5,4
5/9
5/9
3/5,4

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Set point
adjustment

AT

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Disc thermostat and disc limiter, 10A 250V, unprotected cable connection
Electrical
connection

Other temperatures available between 0 and 150°C (MOQ apply)
In red: close on temperature rise contact
Accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Explosion proof disc thermostats with IP65 enclosure
Sensing element

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Sheathed Cable

Impossible adjustment

Probe

Control or limiter

10A SPNO or SPNC

0 +150°C

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

4AG

General rules for installation:

ap

This explosion proof thermostat can be used in gas and dust, and is certified as ATEX and ECEEx equipment. It has a black anodized aluminum housing, IP65, with a sheathed
cable for electrical connection. Electrical connection at the end of this cable must be made inside an increased safety "e" junction box complying with the standard
EN60079-7, or outside hazardous area. Aluminum enclosure earthing with the grounding ring is mandatory. It can be used for measuring the temperature of ambient air, or
to measure a fluid temperature through a M20x1.5 nozzle .
No extra mechanical protection of the cable is needed.

EX

Housing: Aluminum, black anodized. With M20x1.5 nut and gasket. Dimensions: Overall length 40mm excluding cable, submersible length 15mm. clamping on 24mm on
flats hex.
Measuring element: bimetal disc
Connection: with silicone insulated cable, H05SS-F, 2x 1.5 mm ², length 3 meters for remote connection. Cable is protected by a flexible corrugated stainless steel tube,
clamped by a cable gland nut on the thermostat side, and by a silicone boot at the other side. Other lengths on request.
Set point calibration: factory set, not adjustable, possible temperature calibration from 0°C to 150°C
Mounting: thread M20x1.5 for mounting through wall for air temperature control, or on M20x1.5 tapping for liquid temperature control.
Contacts: SPNC or SPNO (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, or direct power control.
Max
rating (A)

Switch Electrical
life (cycles)

10A

100.000 cycles

250V alternatif
250V alternatif

16A

30.000 cycles

125V alternatif

15A

100.000 cycles

an
d

These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life: > 100.000 cycles
Approvals:
IECEx: pending, Ta-50+150
Main references with 3 meter cable
Atex: pending, Ta -50+150
Close
References
Open
Tolerance
Tolerance
temperature (°C/°F)
temperature (°C/°F)
(°C/°F)
(°C/°F)

AT

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Voltage

4AS000905C930
4AS001808C930
4AS004010C930
4AS004512C930
4AS005010D930
4AS005510D930
4AS006010C930
4AS107010C930
4AS006010D930
4AS006015D930
4AS006510C930
4AS007020D930
4AS007010C930
4AS007510D930
4AS008016D930
4AS008818D930
4AS009510C930

10/50
18/64.4
40/104
45/113
50/122
55/131
60/140
60/140
60/140
60/140
65/149
70/158
70/158
75/167
80/176
88/190.4
95/203

3/5,4
3/5,4
3/5,4
3/5,4
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
4/7,2
3/5,4

5/41
10/50
30/86
33/91.4
40/104
45/113
50/122
70/158
50/122
45/113
55/131
50/122
60/140
65/149
64/147.2
70/158
85/185

4/7,2
4/7,2
3/5,4
4/7,2
5/9
3/5,4
5/9
5/9
3/5,4
4/7,2
5/9
5/9
5/9
3/5,4
5/9
5/9
3/5,4

Other temperatures available between 0 and 150°C (MOQ apply)
In red: close on temperature rise contact
Accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Disc thermostat and disc limiter, 10A 250V, sheathed cable connection
Electrical
connection
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Thermostats with
waterproof enclosures,
cable output
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Explosion proof thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosure,
cable output
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Explosion proof thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosure,
cable output
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Explosion proof thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosure,
cable output
Set point
adjustment

Sensing element

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Printed knob

Ambient

Control

SPDT 5A

-25 to +50°C

Types

Y90-E
Y90-F

General rules for installation:
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type Ex II2G (Ex dIIC T6 Gb). It is installed in a waterproof aluminum enclosure with an ingress protection class IP54, grey
epoxy painted RAL 7032, fitted with a built in electrical connection cable. It is not allowed to make electrical connections inside this aluminum enclosure. Electrical
connection at the end of this cable must be made inside an increased safety "e" junction box complying with the standard EN60079-7, or outside hazardous area. Aluminum
enclosure earthing is mandatory.
Two versions: with internal adjustment requiring opening the cover, or with a window and internal adjustment access without removing the cover.
Housing: aluminum with wall mounting plate in stainless steel.
Dimensions: 104 x 102 x 86 mm without window, 104 x 102 x 91.3mm with window
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion, based on hydrocarbon oils. Side mounted bulb, protected by stainless steel sheath.
Electrical connection: by H05VVF style cable, 3x 0.5 mm², length 3 meters, protected by corrugated flexible stainless steel sheath. Other lengths on request : 0.3m, 1m, 2m,
10m
Setting: by knob graduated in °C. Version with ° F printing on request. The adjustment shaft is in a separate area of the electrical contact area, so the adjustment is possible
when power is on.
Mounting: by wall plate, 4 holes dia.5.5mm, 94mm x 92mm axis distance.
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.

250VAC
125VAC
0-15VDC

Max
rating (A)
5
5
5

Switch Electrical
life
6000
6000
50000

15-30VDC

1

50000

Voltage

We do not recommend use on circuits of less than 800mW
Mechanical life: > 500.000 cycles
Atex approval: Kema 03ATEX2360X ; T6 ; Ta -20+40.

Main references with 3 meter cable
Internal
adjustment

Window
adjustment

Temperature
range (°C)

Bulb length
(mm)

Differential
(°C)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

Y90KWA-2502522CE
Y90KWA-1001522CE
Y90KWA00005020CE

Y90KWA-2502522CF
Y90KWA-1001522CF
Y90KWA00005020CF

-25+25*
-10+15*
0-50*

152
152
152

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

50
50
60

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection
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Room thermostat, SPDT, 5A 250V, cable connection

* The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against
the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Minimum acceptable temperature on enclosure: -20 ° C.
Screw adjustment versions : replace Y90KWA ***** by Y90KW C *****
Accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Explosion proof thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosure,
cable output
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Sensing element

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Printed knob

Bulb and capillary

Control

SPDT 5A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-35 to +320°C

Y90-G
Y90-H

General rules for installation:
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type Ex II2G (Ex dIIC T6 Gb). It is installed in a waterproof aluminum enclosure with an ingress protection class IP54, grey
epoxy painted RAL 7032, fitted with a built in electrical connection cable. It is not allowed to make electrical connections inside this aluminum enclosure. Electrical
connection at the end of this cable must be made inside an increased safety "e" junction box complying with the standard EN60079-7, or outside hazardous area. Aluminum
enclosure earthing is mandatory.
Two versions: with internal adjustment requiring opening the cover, or with a window and internal adjustment access without removing the cover.
Housing: aluminum with wall mounting plate in stainless steel.
Dimensions: 104 x 102 x 86 mm without window , 104 x 102 x 91.3mm with window
Bulb and capillary: Copper for ranges up to 50 ° C. Stainless steel for ranges above. Capillary length 1500mm or 3000mm. Minimum bending radius of 5 mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion, based on hydrocarbon oils. Side outlet capillary, protected by flexible metal stainless steel sheath.
Electrical connection: by H05VVF style cable, 3x 0.5 mm², length 3 meters, protected by corrugated flexible stainless steel sheath. Other lengths on request : 0.3m, 1m, 2m,
10m
Setting: by knob graduated in °C. Version with ° F printing on request. The adjustment shaft is in a separate area of the electrical contact area, so the adjustment is possible
when power is on.
Mounting: by wall plate, 4 holes dia.5.5mm, 94mm x 92mm axis distance.
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.

250VAC
125VAC
0-15VDC

Max
rating (A)
5
5
5

Switch Electrical
life
6000
6000
50000

15-30VDC

1

50000

Voltage

We do not recommend use on circuits of less than 800mW
Mechanical life: > 500.000 cycles
Atex approval: Kema 03ATEX2360X ; T6 ; Ta -20+40.

Main references with 3 meter cable

Internal adjustment

Window adjustment

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(mm)

Y90KWA-2502522CG

Y90KWA-2502522CH

-25+25*

1500

Y90KWA-1001522CG

Y90KWA-1001522CH

-10+15*

1500

Y90KWA00005020CG

Y90KWA00005020CH

0-50*

Y90KWA00007052CG

Y90KWA00007052CH

Y90KWA00007012CG
Y90KWA02009050CG

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length
(mm)

Differential
(°C)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA00007012CH

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA02009050CH

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA02009010CG

Y90KWA02009010CH

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA01015050CG

Y90KWA01015050CH

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA01015010CG

Y90KWA01015010CH

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA08020001CG

Y90KWA08020001CH

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

320

Y90KWA05030001CG

Y90KWA05030001CH

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

320

* The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C
can be reached in operation. Minimum acceptable temperature on enclosure: -20 ° C.
Screw adjustment versions : replace Y90KWA ***** by Y90KW C *****
Pockets and other accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Bulb and capillary thermostat, SPDT, 5A 250V, cable connection

Explosion proof thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosure,
cable output
Set point
adjustment

Sensing element

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Printed knob

Rod

Control

SPDT 5A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-35 to +320°C

Y90-C
Y90-D

General rules for installation:
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type Ex II2G (Ex dIIC T6 Gb). It is installed in a waterproof aluminum enclosure with an ingress protection class IP54, grey
epoxy painted RAL 7032, fitted with a built in electrical connection cable. It is not allowed to make electrical connections inside this aluminum enclosure. Electrical
connection at the end of this cable must be made inside an increased safety "e" junction box complying with the standard EN60079-7, or outside hazardous area.
Aluminum enclosure earthing is mandatory.
Two versions: with internal adjustment requiring opening the cover, or with a window and internal adjustment access without removing the cover.
Housing: aluminum, with backside rod for pocket mounting
Dimensions: 104 x 70 x 66 mm without window , 104 x 70 x 81.3mm with window (Rod not included)
Rod: 8mm dia. stainless steel, back side, with 3/8 "thread and dia.14.5mm reinforced diameter, for pocket mounting. Standard lengths 230, 300, 450mm. Alternative
lengths up to 1500mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion, based on hydrocarbon oils. Electrical connection: by H05VVF style cable, 3x 0.5 mm², length 3 meters, protected by
corrugated flexible stainless steel sheath. Other lengths on request : 0.3m, 1m, 2m, 10m
Setting: by knob graduated in °C. Version with ° F printing on request. The adjustment shaft is in a separate area of the electrical contact area, so the adjustment is possible
when power is on.
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
rating (A)
life
5
250VAC
6000
5
125VAC
6000
5
50000
0-15VDC
15-30VDC

50000

1

We do not recommend use on circuits of less than 800mW
Mechanical life: > 500.000 cycles
Atex approval: Kema 03ATEX2360X ; T6 ; Ta -20+40.

Main references with 3 meter cable
Adjustment,
230mm rod

Window adjustment
230mm rod

Adjustment,
300mm rod

Window adjustment
300mm rod

Adjustment,
450mm rod

Window adjustment Temperature
450mm rod
range (°C)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Rod thermostat, SPDT, 5A 250V, cable connection

Differential Max temperature
(°C)
on rod (°C)

Y90KWA-2502522CC Y90KWA-2502522CD Y90KWA-2502523CC Y90KWA-2502523CD Y90KWA-2502524CC Y90KWA-2502524CD

-25+25*

3+/-2

50

Y90KWA-1001522CC Y90KWA-1001522CD Y90KWA-1001523CC Y90KWA-1001523CD Y90KWA-1001524CC Y90KWA-1001524CD

-10+15*

3+/-2

50

Y90KWA00005022CC Y90KWA00005022CD Y90KWA00005023CC Y90KWA00005023CD Y90KWA00005024CC Y90KWA00005024CD

0-50*

3+/-2

60

Y90KWA00007052CC Y90KWA00007052CD Y90KWA00007053CC Y90KWA00007053CD Y90KWA00007054CC Y90KWA00007054CD

0-70

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA02009052CC Y90KWA02009052CD Y90KWA02009053CC Y90KWA02009053CD Y90KWA02009054CC Y90KWA02009054CD

20-90

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA02009012CC Y90KWA02009012CD Y90KWA02009013CC Y90KWA02009013CD Y90KWA02009014CC Y90KWA02009014CD

20-90

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA01015052CC Y90KWA01015052CD Y90KWA01015053CC Y90KWA01015053CD Y90KWA01015054CC Y90KWA01015054CD

10-150

5+/-3

160

Y90KWA08020002CC Y90KWA08020002CD Y90KWA08020003CC Y90KWA08020003CD Y90KWA08020004CC Y90KWA08020004CD

80-200

10+/-4

320

Y90KWA05030002CC Y90KWA05030002CD Y90KWA05030003CC Y90KWA05030003CD Y90KWA05030004CC Y90KWA05030004CD

50-300

10+/-4

320

* The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Minimum acceptable temperature on enclosure: -20 ° C.
Screw adjustment versions : replace Y90KWA ***** by Y90KW C *****
Pockets and other accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Explosion proof thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosure,
cable output
Electrical
connection

Set point
adjustment

Sensing element

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Cable

Printed knob

Pipe mounting

Control

SPDT 5A

0°C to +700°C

Y90-T
Y90-U

General rules for installation:
This thermostat uses a flameproof micro-switch type Ex II2G (Ex dIIC T6 Gb). It is installed in a waterproof aluminum enclosure with an ingress protection class IP54, grey
epoxy painted RAL 7032, fitted with a built in electrical connection cable. It is not allowed to make electrical connections inside this aluminum enclosure. Electrical
connection at the end of this cable must be made inside an increased safety "e" junction box complying with the standard EN60079-7, or outside hazardous area. Aluminum
enclosure earthing is mandatory.
Two versions: with internal adjustment requiring opening the cover, or with a window and internal adjustment access without removing the cover.
Housing: aluminum, with backside bracket for pipe mounting, optimized for 25 to 80mm diameters.
Dimensions: 104 x 70 x 91.5 mm without window, 104 x 70 x 96.8mm with window (heights 91.5 and 96.8mm measured from pipe OD.)
Mounting: The thermostat housing can be fixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ties (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applications at
permanent temperature lower than 85°C), or specific stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog). We recommend the use of thermal grease
to optimize heat transfer between the pipe and the thermostat backside bracket.
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion, based on hydrocarbon oils. Electrical connection: by H05VVF style cable, 3x 0.5 mm², length 3 meters, protected by
corrugated flexible stainless steel sheath. Other lengths on request : 0.3m, 1m, 2m, 10m
Setting: by knob graduated in °C. Version with ° F printing on request. The adjustment shaft is in a separate area of the electrical contact area, so the adjustment is possible
when power is on.
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits.

250VAC

Max
rating (A)
5

Switch Electrical
life
6000

125VAC
0-15VDC

5
5

6000
50000

15-30VDC

1

50000

Voltage

We do not recommend use on circuits of less than 800mW
Mechanical life: > 500.000 cycles
Atex approval: Kema 03ATEX2360X ; T6 ; Ta -20+40.

Main references with 3 meter cable

Internal
adjustment

Window
adjustment

Temperature
range (°C)

Differential
(°C)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

Y90KWA00005020CT
Y90KWA00007050CT

Y90KWA00005020CU
Y90KWA00007050CU

0-50*
0-70

3+/-2
3+/-2

60
160

* The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against
the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Minimum acceptable temperature on enclosure: -20 ° C.
Screw adjustment versions : replace Y90KWA ***** by Y90KW C *****
Accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Pipe mounting thermostat, SPDT, 5A 250V, cable connection

Thermostats and limiters, inside IP54, PA66, plastic enclosure,
cable output
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Printed knob

Wall

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-25 to +50°C

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and cable block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an antistatic PA66 enclosure, IP65.
Electrical connection is made with built-in cable. The free end of the cable must be mandatory made inside explosion proof enclosure EX”d”, increased safety enclosure
Ex”e”, or outside hazardous area.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d IIC T6
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: Antistatic black PA66, 130x180x92mm
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located on backside
Electrical connection: by 3x1.5mm² H05SS-F cable, silicone insulated, protected by stainless steel corrugated tube dia. 13mm. Standard length 3m. Other lengths available
on request.
Cable glands: M16 cable gland, anti-tempering, no internal access allowed for wiring
Ground terminals: located on grounding washer of cable gland
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible after opening the window, and is possible without powering off electrical supply. Lid opening
is sealed
Mounting: Wall mounting, with 4 tabs that can be turned 90 (see drawing), and elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
15
500000
250VAC
15
500000
125VAC
15
0-15VDC
500000
2
500000
15-30VDC
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references with 3 meter cable

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Y91KAA
Y91KBA
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adjustment

AT
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Ambient Temperature control, printed knob adjustment

Electrical
connection

References with
References with
standard differential reduced differential
Y91KAA-2502522C3
Y91KAA-1001522C3
Y91KAA00005020C3

Y91KBA-2502522C3
Y91KBA-1001522C3
Y91KBA00005020C3

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential * (°C)

KB, reduced
differential * (°C)

-25+25**
-10+15**
0-50**

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

2+/-1
2+/-1
2+/-1

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum ambient
temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, inside IP54, PA66, plastic enclosure,
cable output
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Screw driver

Wall

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-25 to +50°C

ap

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Y91KAC
Y91KBC

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and cable block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an antistatic PA66 enclosure, IP65.
Electrical connection is made with built-in cable. The free end of the cable must be mandatory made inside explosion proof enclosure EX”d”, increased safety enclosure
Ex”e”, or outside hazardous area.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d IIC T6
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: Antistatic black PA66, 130x180x78mm
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located on backside
Electrical connection: by 3x1.5mm² H05SS-F cable, silicone insulated, sheathed by stainless steel corrugated tube dia. 13mm. Standard length 3m. Other lengths available
on request.
Cable glands: two M16 cable glands, anti-tempering, no internal access allowed for wiring
Ground terminals: located on grounding washer of cable gland.
Adjustment: By screw driver, with dial printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible after opening the cover, and is possible without powering off electrical supply.
Mounting: Wall mounting, with 4 tabs that can be turned 90 (see drawing), and elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
15
500000
250VAC
15
500000
125VAC
15
500000
0-15VDC
2
500000
15-30VDC

AT

These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3 meter cable
References with
References with
standard differential reduced differential
Y91KAC-2502522C3
Y91KAC-1001522C3
Y91KAC00005020C3

Y91KBC-2502522C3
Y91KBC-1001522C3
Y91KBC00005020C3

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential * (°C)

KB, reduced
differential * (°C)

-25+25**
-10+15**
0-50**

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

2+/-1
2+/-1
2+/-1

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum ambient
temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Set point
adjustment

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Ambient Temperature control, screw driver adjustment

Electrical
connection
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Thermostats and limiters, inside IP54, PA66, plastic enclosure,
cable output
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Printed knob

Bulb and capillary

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-35+320°C

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for
potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas.
Thermostat, housing and cable block are indivisible.In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in
the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the enclosure from -50 to +60°C or from-50 to +70°C
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an antistatic PA66 enclosure, IP65.
Electrical connection is made with built-in cable. The free end of the cable must be mandatory made inside explosion proof enclosure EX”d”, increased safety enclosure
Ex”e”, or outside hazardous area.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d IIC T6
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: Antistatic black PA66, 130x180x92mm
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary, liquid expansion principle. The capillary is protected by a flexible corrugated stainless steel tube.
Electrical connection: by 3x1.5mm² H05SS-F cable, silicone insulated, sheathed by stainless steel corrugated tube dia. 13mm. Standard length 3m. Other lengths available
on request.
Cable glands: two M16 cable glands, anti-tempering, no internal access allowed for wiring
Ground terminals: located on grounding washer of cable gland.
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible after opening the window, and is possible without powering off electrical supply. Lid opening
is sealed.
Mounting: Wall mounting, with 4 tabs that can be turned 90 (see drawing), and elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting,
rating (A)
life (cycles)
pole or pipe
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
15
500000
250VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
500000
15
125VAC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or
15
500000
0-15VDC
PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
2
500000
15-30VDC

EX

These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references with 3 meter cable
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Y92KAA-2502522C3

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(L, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

Y92KBA-2502522C3

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y92KAA-1001522C3
Y92KAA00005020C3

Y92KBA-1001522C3
Y92KBA00005020C3

-10+15**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

0-50**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y92KAA00007052C3

Y92KBA00007052C3

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAA00007012C3

Y92KBA00007012C3

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAA02009050C3

Y92KBA02009050C3

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAA02009010C3

Y92KBA02009010C3

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAA01015050C3

Y92KBA01015050C3

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAA01015010C3

Y92KBA01015010C3

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAA08020001C3

Y92KBA08020001C3

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y92KAA05030001C3

Y92KBA05030001C3

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Bulb and capillary thermostat, printed knob adjustment

Electrical
connection

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, inside IP54, PA66, plastic enclosure,
cable output
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Screw driver

Bulb and capillary

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-35+320°C

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Y92KAC
Y92KBC

General rules for installation:

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and cable block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60°C, or from -50 to +70°C
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an antistatic PA66 enclosure, IP65.
Electrical connection is made with built-in cable. The free end of the cable must be mandatory made inside explosion proof enclosure EX”d”, increased safety enclosure
Ex”e”, or outside hazardous area.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d IIC T6
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending

an
d

IE
C

Housing: Antistatic black PA66, 130x180x78mm
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary, liquid expansion principle. The capillary is protected by a flexible corrugated stainless steel tube.
Electrical connection: by 3x1.5mm² H05SS-F cable, silicone insulated, sheathed by stainless steel corrugated tube dia. 13mm. Standard length 3m. Other lengths
available on request.
Cable glands: two M16 cable glands, anti-tempering, no internal access allowed for wiring
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: located on grounding washer of cable gland
Adjustment: By screw driver, with dial printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible after opening the cover, and is possible without powering off electrical
supply.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Mounting: Wall mounting, with 4 tables that can be turned 90 (see drawing), and
rating (A)
life (cycles)
elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
15
500000
250VAC
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
500000
15
125VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
500000
15
0-15VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
500000
2
15-30VDC
circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3 meter cable

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Y92KAC-2502522C3

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(L, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y92KBC-1001522C3

-10+15**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y92KAC00005020C3

Y92KBC00005020C3

0-50**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y92KAC00007052C3

Y92KBC00007052C3

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAC00007012C3

Y92KBC00007012C3

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAC02009050C3

Y92KBC02009050C3

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAC02009010C3

Y92KBC02009010C3

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAC01015050C3

Y92KBC01015050C3

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAC01015010C3

Y92KBC01015010C3

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y92KAC08020001C3

Y92KBC08020001C3

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y92KAC05030001C3

Y92KBC05030001C3

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

AT

Y92KBC-2502522C3

Y92KAC-1001522C3

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these
types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Set point
adjustment

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Bulb and capillary thermostat, screw driver adjustment

Electrical
connection
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Thermostats and limiters, inside IP54, PA66, plastic enclosure,
cable output
Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Printed knob

Rod

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive
atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and
cable block are indivisible.In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog,
class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the enclosure from -50 to +60°C, or from -50 to +70°C.
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an antistatic PA66 enclosure, IP65.
Electrical connection is made with built-in cable. The free end of the cable must be mandatory made inside explosion proof enclosure EX”d”, increased safety enclosure
Ex”e”, or outside hazardous area.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d IIC T6
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: Antistatic black PA66, 130x180x92mm
Temperature sensing element: oil filled stainless steel rod, liquid expansion principle. Standard rod lengths are 230 and 300mm, but on request, it is possible to make
450mm and 600mm
Electrical connection: by 3x1.5mm² H05SS-F cable, silicone insulated, sheathed by stainless steel corrugated tube dia. 13mm. Standard length 3m. Other lengths available
on request.
Cable glands: M16 cable gland, anti-tempering, no internal access allowed for wiring
Ground terminals: located on grounding washer of cable gland
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible after
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
opening the window, and is possible without powering off electrical supply.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Lid opening is sealed
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
Mounting: By the 3/8 thread or by the dia. 14.5mm bushing located at the rod end
15
500000
250VAC
under the enclosure. These devices allow the use of fittings, bracket, flanges, pockets
15
500000
125VAC
and other accessories described in the last section of this catalogue
15
500000
0-15VDC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
2
500000
15-30VDC
circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3 meter cable

Standard
differential

Reduced differential

Standard
differential

Reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Y93KAA-2502522C3

Y93KBA-2502522C3

Y93KAA-2502523C3

Y93KBA-2502522C3

-25+25**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y93KAA-1001522C3

Y93KBA-1001522C3

Y93KAA-1001523C3

Y93KBA-1001522C3

-10+15**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y93KAA00005022C3

Y93KBA00005022C3

Y93KAA00005023C3

Y93KBA00005022C3

0-50**

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y93KAA00007052C3

Y93KBA00007052C3

Y93KAA00007053C3

Y93KBA00007052C3

0-70

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y93KAA02009052C3

Y93KBA02009052C3

Y93KAA02009053C3

Y93KBA02009053C3

20-90***

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y93KAA01015052C3

Y93KBA01015052C3

Y93KAA01015053C3

Y93KBA01015053C3

10-150***

Y93KBA08020002C3

Y93KAA08020003C3

Y93KBA08020003C3

80-200***

3+/-2
6+/-4

160

Y93KAA08020002C3

5+/-3
10+/-4

Y93KAA05030002C3

Y93KBA05030002C3

Y93KAA05030003C3

Y93KBA05030003C3

50-300***

10+/-4

6+/-4

320
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Rod thermostat, printed knob adjustment

Electrical
connection

KB, reduced Max temperature
differential*(°C)
on rod (°C)

320

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35
° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum
allowable temperature. See cooler models that can be mounted on rods in the accessory section at the end of this catalogue.
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Thermostats and limiters, inside IP54, PA66, plastic enclosure,
cable output
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Cable

Screw driver

Rod

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-35+320°C

ap

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Y93KAC
Y93KBC

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and cable block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C, or from -50 to +70°C
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an antistatic PA66 enclosure, IP65.
Electrical connection is made with built-in cable. The free end of the cable must be mandatory made inside explosion proof enclosure EX”d”, increased safety enclosure
Ex”e”, or outside hazardous area.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d IIC T6
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: Antistatic black PA66, 130x180x78mm
Temperature sensing element: oil filled stainless steel rod, liquid expansion principle. Standard rod lengths are 230 and 300mm, but on request, it is possible to make
450mm and 600mm
Electrical connection: by 3x1.5mm² H05SS-F cable, silicone insulated, sheathed by stainless steel corrugated tube dia. 13mm. Standard length 3m. Other lengths available
on request.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Cable glands: M16 cable gland, anti-tempering, no internal access allowed for wiring
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Ground terminals: located on grounding washer of cable gland
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
Adjustment: By screw driver, with dial printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is
15
500000
250VAC
possible after opening the cover, and is possible without powering off electrical supply.
500000
15
125VAC
Mounting: By the 3/8 thread or by the dia. 14.5mm bushing located at the rod
500000
15
0-15VDC
end under the enclosure. These devices allow the use of fittings, bracket, flanges,
pockets and other accessories described in the last section of this catalogue
500000
2
15-30VDC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references with 3 meter cable
Reduced differential

Standard
differential

Reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

Y93KAC-2502522C3

Y93KB C -2502522C3

Y93KA C -2502523C3

Y93KB C -2502522C3

-25+25**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y93KA C -1001522C3

Y93KB C -1001522C3

Y93KA C -1001523C3

Y93KB C -1001522C3

-10+15**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y93KA C 00005022C3

Y93KB C 00005022C3

Y93KA C 00005023C3

Y93KB C 00005022C3

0-50**

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y93KA C 00007052C3

Y93KB C 00007052C3

Y93KA C 00007053C3

Y93KB C 00007052C3

0-70

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y93KA C 02009052C3

Y93KB C 02009052C3

Y93KA C 02009053C3

Y93KB C 02009053C3

20-90***

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y93KA C 01015052C3

Y93KB C 01015052C3

Y93KA C 01015053C3

Y93KB C 01015053C3

10-150***

Y93KB C 08020002C3

Y93KA C 08020003C3

Y93KB C 08020003C3

80-200***

3+/-2
6+/-4

160

Y93KA C 08020002C3

5+/-3
10+/-4

Y93KA C 05030002C3

Y93KB C 05030002C3

Y93KA C 05030003C3

Y93KB C 05030003C3

50-300***

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

AT

Standard
differential

KB, reduced Max temperature
differential*(°C)
on rod (°C)

320

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35
° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum
allowable temperature. See cooler models that can be mounted on rods in the accessory section at the end of this catalogue.
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Set point
adjustment

EX
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Rod thermostat, screw driver adjustment

Electrical
connection
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Internal junction block

Printed knob

Wall

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits

Types

-25 to +50°C

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located inside the aluminum enclosure, on backside
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are avail
Max
Switch Electrical
able on request
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the
400VAC (KA type only)
outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
10
500000
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible only
15
500000
250VAC
after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
15
500000
125VAC
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
15
500000
0-15VDC
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
2
500000
15-30VDC
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
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Ambient Temperature control, printed knob adjustment

Electrical
connection

Main references

References with
References with
standard differential reduced differential
Y94KAA-2502522VK
Y94KAA-1001522VK
Y94KAA00005020VK

Y94KBA-2502522VK
Y94KBA-1001522VK
Y94KBA00005020VK

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential * (°C)

KB, reduced
differential * (°C)

-25+25**
-10+15**
0-50**

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

2+/-1
2+/-1
2+/-1

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum
ambient temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

Internal junction block

Screw driver

Wall

Control

SPDT 15A

T° range min
and max limits
-25 to +50°C

ap

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Y94KAA
Y94KBA

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located inside the aluminum enclosure, on backside
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside
of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Adjustment: By screw driver, with dial printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is
rating (A)
life (cycles)
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
15
500000
250VAC
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
500000
15
125VAC
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
500000
15
0-15VDC
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
500000
2
15-30VDC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

AT

Main references

References with
References with
standard differential reduced differential
Y94KAC-2502522VK
Y94KAC-1001522VK
Y94KAC00005020VK

Y94KBC-2502522VK
Y94KBC-1001522VK
Y94KBC00005020VK

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential * (°C)

KB, reduced
differential * (°C)

-25+25**
-10+15**
0-50**

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

2+/-1
2+/-1
2+/-1

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum
ambient temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Set point
adjustment
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Ambient Temperature control, screw driver adjustment

Electrical
connection

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob

Bulb and capillary

Control

SPDT 15A

-35+320°C

Types

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for
potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60°C or from-50 to +70°C
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary, liquid expansion principle. The capillary is protected by a flexible corrugated stainless steel tube.
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm
400VAC (KA type only)
500000
10
distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting,
15
500000
250VAC
pole or pipes
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
15
500000
125VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
0-15VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
2
500000
15-30VDC
circuits, and direct power switching.

EX

These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references
References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Y95KAA-2502522VK

Y95KBA-2502522VK

-25+25**

1500

Y95KAA-1001522VK

Y95KBA-1001522VK

-10+15**

1500

Y95KAA00005020VK

Y95KBA00005020VK

0-50**

Y95KAA00007052VK

Y95KBA00007052VK

Y95KAA00007012VK
Y95KAA02009050VK

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(L, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KBA00007012VK

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KBA02009050VK

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA02009010VK

Y95KBA02009010VK

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA01015050VK

Y95KBA01015050VK

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA01015010VK

Y95KBA01015010VK

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA08020001VK

Y95KBA08020001VK

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y95KAA05030001VK

Y95KBA05030001VK

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)
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Bulb and capillary thermostat, printed knob adjustment

Electrical
connection

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Screw driver

Bulb and capillary

Control

SPDT 15A

-35+320°C

Types

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Y95KAC
Y95KBC

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60°C, or from -50 to +70°C
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: oil filled bulb and capillary, liquid expansion principle. The capillary is protected by a flexible corrugated stainless steel tube.
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: By screw driver, with dial printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
rating (A)
life (cycles)
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
15
500000
250VAC
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
15
500000
125VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
0-15VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
2
500000
15-30VDC
circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Y95KAA-2502522VK

Y95KBA-2502522VK

-25+25**

1500

Y95KAA-1001522VK

Y95KBA-1001522VK

-10+15**

1500

Y95KAA00005020VK

Y95KBA00005020VK

0-50**

Y95KAA00007052VK

Y95KBA00007052VK

Y95KAA00007012VK
Y95KAA02009050VK

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KBA00007012VK

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KBA02009050VK

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA02009010VK

Y95KBA02009010VK

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA01015050VK

Y95KBA01015050VK

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA01015010VK

Y95KBA01015010VK

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y95KAA08020001VK

Y95KBA08020001VK

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y95KAA05030001VK

Y95KBA05030001VK

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

AT

Bulb length
(L, mm)

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable
storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Set point
adjustment
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Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Bulb and capillary thermostat, screw driver adjustment

Electrical
connection
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob

Rod

Control

SPDT 15A

-35+320°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially
explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60°C, or from -50 to +70°C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: oil filled stainless steel rod, liquid expansion principle. Standard rod lengths are 230 and 300mm, but on request, it is possible to make
450mm and 600mm
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is possible only after
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
15
500000
250VAC
Mounting: By the 3/8 thread or by the dia. 14.5mm bushing located at the rod end
under the enclosure. These devices allow the use of fittings, bracket, flanges, pockets
15
500000
125VAC
and other accessories described in the last section of this catalogue
15
500000
0-15VDC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
2
500000
15-30VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references

Standard
differential

Reduced differential

Standard
differential

Reduced differential

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

KB, reduced Max temperature
differential*(°C)
on rod (°C)

Y96KAA-2502522VK

Y96KAA-2502522VK

Y96KAA-2502523VK

Y96KBA-2502522VK

-25+25**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y96KAA-1001522VK

Y96KAA-1001522VK

Y96KAA-1001523VK

Y96KBA-1001522VK

-10+15**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y96KAA00005022VK

Y96KAA00005022VK

Y96KAA00005023VK

Y96KBA00005022VK

0-50**

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y96KAA00007052VK

Y96KAA00007052VK

Y96KAA00007053VK

Y96KBA00007052VK

0-70

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y96KAA02009052VK

Y96KAA02009052VK

Y96KAA02009053VK

Y96KBA02009053VK

3+/-2

160

Y96KAA01015052VK

Y96KAA01015053VK

Y96KBA01015053VK

20-90***
10-150***

5+/-3

Y96KAA01015052VK

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y96KAA08020002VK

Y96KAA08020002VK

Y96KAA08020003VK

Y96KBA08020003VK

80-200***

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y96KAA05030002VK

Y96KAA05030002VK

Y96KAA05030003VK

Y96KBA05030003VK

50-300***

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Rod thermostat, printed knob adjustment

Electrical
connection

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below 35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum
allowable temperature.
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Screw driver

Rod

Control

SPDT 15A

-35+320°C

Types

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Y96KAC
Y96KBC

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially
explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C, or from -50 to +70°C
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals : These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: oil filled stainless steel rod, liquid expansion principle. Standard rod lengths are 230 and 300mm, but on request, it is possible to make
450mm and 600mm
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available
Max
Switch Electrical
on request
Voltage
rating (A)
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside
life (cycles)
of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
400VAC (KA type only)
10
500000
Adjustment: By screw driver, with dial printed in °C (°F on request). Adjustment is
15
500000
250VAC
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
15
500000
125VAC
Mounting: By the 3/8 thread or by the dia. 14.5mm bushing located at the rod end
under the enclosure. These devices allow the use of fittings, bracket, flanges, pockets
15
500000
0-15VDC
and other accessories described in the last section of this catalogue
2
500000
15-30VDC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references

AT

230mm rod length
Standard
Reduced differential
differential

300mm rod length
Standard
Reduced differential
differential

Temperature
range (°C)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

KB, reduced Max temperature
differential*(°C)
on rod (°C)

Y96KAC-2502522VK

Y96KBC-2502522VK

Y96KAC-2502523VK

Y96KBC-2502522VK

-25+25**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y96KAC-1001522VK

Y96KBC-1001522VK

Y96KAC-1001523VK

Y96KBC-1001522VK

-10+15**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y96KAC00005022VK

Y96KBC00005022VK

Y96KAC00005023VK

Y96KBC00005022VK

0-50**

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y96KAC00007052VK

Y96KBC00007052VK

Y96KAC00007053VK

Y96KBC00007052VK

0-70

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y96KAC02009052VK

Y96KBC02009052VK

Y96KAC02009053VK

Y96KBC02009053VK

20-90***

Y96KBC01015052VK

Y96KAC01015053VK

Y96KBC01015053VK

10-150***

5+/-3
5+/-3

3+/-2
3+/-2

160

Y96KAC01015052VK
Y96KAC08020002VK

Y96KBC08020002VK

Y96KAC08020003VK

Y96KBC08020003VK

80-200***

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y96KAC05030002VK

Y96KBC05030002VK

Y96KAC05030003VK

Y96KBC05030003VK

50-300***

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

160

* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below 35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum
allowable temperature.
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Set point
adjustment

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Rod thermostat, screw driver adjustment

Electrical
connection
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Fixed setting

Wall

High limit

SPDT 15A

-25 to +50°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located inside the aluminum enclosure, on backside
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: sealed, no access for the final user
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalogue)
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
15
500000
250VAC
15
15
2

125VAC
0-15VDC
15-30VDC

500000

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Y97KAF
Y97KBF

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Ambient temperature high limit, fixed setting, automatic reset

Electrical
connection

500000
500000

These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Main references
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
References with
References with
standard differential reduced differential
Y97KAF------22VK
Y97KAF------20VK

Y97KBF------22VK
Y97KBF------20VK

KB, reduced
Calibration
Max temperature
KA, standard
temperature (°C) differential*(°C) differential * (°C) on enclosure (°C)
-25+25**
0-50**

3+/-2
3+/-2

2+/-1
2+/-1

50
60

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
* Les versions avec différentielle réduite ne sont pas utilisables en 400V
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary
against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Set point
adjustment

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Wall

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or
DPNC 10A or
SPNO+SPNC 10A

+60 to +70°C

Y97KCF
Y97KDF
Y97KEF

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

+Y97KFF
Y97KGF
Y97KHF

ap

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, filled with water, glycol and additives. Temperature sensing element is located inside the aluminum enclosure,
on backside
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for
neutral and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20 ° C +/-3°C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location. These parameters vary upon models. Consult
our technical department for more information.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
mounting (see the accessories in
Y97KC types
Y97KD, Y97KE , Y97KF, Y97KG, Y97KH types
Voltage
the last part of this catalog)
Max rating (A)
Switch Electrical life (cycles)
Max rating (A)
Switch Electrical life (cycles)
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard
10
500000
2
500000
400VAC
types are possible.
15
500000
10
500000
250VAC
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
15
10
500000
500000
125VAC
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V,
15
10
500000
500000
0-15VDC
2 simultaneous independent
2
10
500000
500000
15-30VDC
circuits (Type KEF)
Other contact configurations are available with MOQ: Type KFF, (SPNO), type KGF (one SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and one SPDT).Technical data sheets
available on request.
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references

AT

References with
SPDT contact
Y97KCFS10060P5FVM
Y97KCFS10070P5FVM

References with
DPST contact
Y97KDFS10060P5FVM
Y97KDFS10070P5FVM

References with one DPST +
one close on rise signal contact

Temperature
set point (°C)

Minimum resettable
temperature (°C)

Y97KEFS10060P5FVM
Y97KEFS10070P5FVM

60+/-5
70+/-5

20
20

The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40°C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against
the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35°C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50°C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Types
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g

Action

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Internal junction block Fixed setting, sealed

Mounting

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Ambient temperature high limit, fixed setting, manual reset, fail safe

Electrical
connection

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Fixed setting

Bulb and capillary

High limit

SPDT 15A

-35+320°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for
potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: Bulb and capillary, liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Capillary protected by corrugated flexible stainless steel tube.
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Adjustment: sealed, no access for the final user
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
15
500000
250VAC
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
15
500000
125VAC
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
15
500000
0-15VDC
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
2
500000
15-30VDC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

Main references

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Y98KAF------22VK

Y98KBF------22VK

-25~ +25**

1500

Y98KAF------20VK

Y98KBF------20VK

0 ~+50**

1500

Y98KAF------52VK

Y98KBF------52VK

0~+70

Y98KAF------12VK

Y98KBF------12VK

Y98KAF------50VK

Y98KBF------50VK

Y98KAF------10VK

Y98KBF------10VK

Y98KAF------50VK

Calibration
Capillary length
temperature(°C)
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(L, mm)

KA, standard
differential*(°C)

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

1500

4.8

120

5+/-2

3+/-1

160

0~+70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

+20~+90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

+20~+90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y98KBF------50VK

+10~+150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y98KAF------10VK

Y98KBF------10VK

+10~+150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y98KAF------01VK

Y98KBF------01VK

+50~+300

1500

4

100

10+/-3

6+/-4

320

Max temperature
KB, reduced
on bulb (°C)
differential*(°C)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Y98KAF
Y98KBF

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Set point
adjustment

AT

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Bulb and capillary high limit thermostat, fixed setting, automatic reset

Electrical
connection

50

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Set point
adjustment

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Bulb and capillary

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or
DPNC 10A or
SPNO+SPNC 10A

+60°C to +170°C

Types

Y98KCF
Y98KDF
Y98KEF
+
Y98KFF
Y98KGF
Y98KHF

pr
ov

al

pe

nd

in
g

Action

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for
potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, filled with water, glycol and additives. Bulb and capillary. Capillary maximum
length 900mm. Protected by corrugated flexible stainless steel tube.
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: fixed setting, non-adjustable, factory sealed. Calibration made in liquid bath with thermostat body at 20 ° C +/-3°C, 100 mm capillary and bulb immersed.
Temperature rise speed less than 0.5°C/min. The tripping temperature may be shifted slightly depending on the location. These parameters vary upon models. Consult our
technical department for more information.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipes
mounting (see the accessories in the
Y98KC types
Y98KD, Y98KE, Y98KF, Y98KG, Y98KH types
last part of this catalog)
Voltage
Max rating (A)
Switch Electrical life (cycles)
Max rating (A)
Switch Electrical life (cycles)
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard
10
500000
2
500000
400VAC
types are possible.
15
500000
10
500000
250VAC
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
15
10
500000
500000
125VAC
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V,
15
10
500000
500000
0-15VDC
2 simultaneous independent circuits
2
10
500000
500000
15-30VDC
(Type KEF)
Other contact configurations are available with MOQ: Type KFF, (SPNO), type KGF (one SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and one SPDT).Technical data sheets
available on request.
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references

AT

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Internal junction block Fixed setting, sealed

Mounting

References with
SPDT contact

References with
DPST contact

Minimum Capillary length Bulb diameter
References with one Temperature
DPST + one close
set point
resettable
(C, mm)
(D, mm)
on rise signal contact
(°C)
temperature (°C)

Bulb length
(L, mm)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

Y98KCFS10060P5FVK

Y98KDFS10060P5FVK Y98KEFS10060P5FVK

60+/-5**

20

900

6

50

90

Y98KCFS10070P5FVK

Y98KDFS10070P5FVK Y98KEFS10070P5FVK

70+/-5**

30

900

6

50

100

Y98KCFS10080P5FVK

Y98KDFS10080P5FVK Y98KEFS10080P5FVK

80+/-5

40

900

6

50

110

Y98KCFS10090P5FVK

Y98KDFS10090P5FVK Y98KEFS10090P5FVK

90+/-5

50

900

6

50

120

Y98KCFS10110P5FVK

Y98KDFS10110P5FVK Y98KEFS10110P5FVK

110+/-5

70

900

6

50

140

Y98KCFS12130P7FVK

Y98KDFS12130P7FVK Y98KEFS12130P7FVK

130+/-6

90

900

6

60*

160

Y98KCFS14150P7FVK

Y98KDFS14150P7FVK Y98KEFS14150P7FVK

150+/-7

110

900

6

60*

180

Y98KCFS14170P7FVK

Y98KDFS14170P7FVK Y98KEFS14170P7FVK

170+/-7

130

900

6

60*

200

* tubular bulb
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40°C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below 35°C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50°C.
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Bulb and capillary high limit, fixed setting, manual reset, fail safe

Electrical
connection

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Fixed setting

Rod

High limit

SPDT 15A

-35+320°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: dia. 8mm stainless steel rod , liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Standard rod lengths 230 and 300mm. On request: 450 and 600mm
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for
neutral and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available
rating (A)
life (cycles)
on request
10
500000
400VAC (KA type only)
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside
15
500000
250VAC
of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
15
500000
125VAC
Adjustment: sealed, no access for the final user
15
500000
0-15VDC
Mounting: The rod has a 3/8BSPP and a dia.14.5mm reinforced zone for mounting of
2
500000
15-30VDC
fittings, pockets, brackets and flanges described in the last section of this catalogue
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references
230mm rod length
300mm rod length
Calibration
References with
References with
References with
References with
standard differential reduced differential standard differential reduced differential temperature(°C)

KA, Standard
Differential*(°C)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

ap
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Y98KAF
Y98KBF

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Set point
adjustment

AT

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Rod high limit thermostat, fixed setting, automatic reset

Electrical
connection

KB, reduced Max temperature
Differential*(°C)
on rod (°C)

Y99KAF ------ 22VK

Y99KBF ------ 22VK

Y99KAF ------ 23VK

Y99KBF ------ 23VK

-25+25**

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y99KAF ------ 52VK

Y99K B F ------ 52VK

Y99KAF ------ 5 3 VK

Y99K B F ------ 53VK

10+150**

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y99KAF ------ 02VK

Y99K B F ------ 02VK

Y99KAF ------ 0 3 VK

Y99K B F ------ 03VK

50-300**

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

------ : Calibration accuracy and set point value (to be specified when ordering)
* Reduced differential types are not suitable for 400VAC applications.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 °
C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum
allowable temperature. See coolers models that can be mounted on rods in the accessories section at the end of this catalog.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Set point
adjustment

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Rod

Manual reset limiter

SPDT 15A or
DPNC 10A or
SPNO+SPNC 10A

+60°C to +170°C

Types

Y9 9 KCF
Y9 9 KDF
Y9 9 KEF
+
Y9 9 KFF
Y9 9 KGF
Y9 9 KHF
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Action

General rules for installation:

an
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C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the
presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitch type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: dia. 8mm stainless steel rod , liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Standard rod lengths 230 and 300mm. On request: 450 and 600mm.
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 7 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: sealed, no access for the final user
Mounting: The rod has a 3/8BSPP and a dia.14.5mm reinforced zone for mounting of fittings, pockets, brackets and flanges described in the last section of this catalogue
Contacts: snap action, 3 standard types are possible.
Y99KC types
Y99KD, Y9 9 KE, Y9 9 KF, Y9 9 KG, Y9 9 KH types
-SPDT, 15A 230/400V (type KCF)
Voltage
Max rating (A)
Switch Electrical life (cycles)
Max rating (A)
Switch Electrical life (cycles)
-DPNC, 10A 230V (type KDF)
10
500000
2
500000
400VAC
-SPNC+SPNO , 10A 230V,
15
500000
10
500000
250VAC
2 simultaneous independent
15
10
500000
500000
125VAC
circuits (Type KEF)
15
10
500000
500000
0-15VDC
Other contact configurations are
2
10
500000
500000
available with MOQ: Type KFF,
15-30VDC
(SPNO), type KGF (one SPNC and one SPDT), type KHF (one SPNO and one SPDT).Technical data sheets available on request.
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Main references
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

AT

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Internal junction block Fixed setting, sealed

Mounting

References with 230mm rod

References with 300mm rod

Minimum
Temperature
Max temperature
resettable
One SPST + one close set point (°C)
on rod (°C)
temperature
(°C)
on rise signal contact

SPDT contact

DPST contact

Y99KCFS10060P2VM

Y99KDFS10060P2VM

Y99KEFS10060P2VM Y99KCFS10060P3VM Y99KDFS10060P3VM Y99KEFS10060P3VM

60+/-5**

20

90

Y99KCFS10070P2VM

Y99KDFS10070P2VM

Y99KEFS10070P2VM Y99KCFS10070P3VM Y99KDFS10070P3VM Y99KEFS10070P3VM

70+/-5**

30

100

Y99KCFS10080P2VM

Y99KDFS10080P2VM

Y99KEFS10080P2VM Y99KCFS10080P3VM Y99KDFS10080P3VM Y99KEFS10080P3VM

80+/-5*

40

110

Y99KCFS10090P2VM

Y99KDFS10090P2VM

Y99KEFS10090P2VM Y99KCFS10090P3VM Y99KDFS10090P3VM Y99KEFS10090P3VM

90+/-5*

50

120

Y99KCFS10110P2VM

Y99KDFS10110P2VM

Y99KEFS10110P2VM Y99KCFS10110P3VM Y99KDFS10110P3VM Y99KEFS10110P3VM

110+/-5*

70

140

Y99KCFS12130P2VM

Y99KDFS12130P2VM

Y99KEFS12130P2VM Y99KCFS12130P3VM Y99KDFS12130P3VM Y99KEFS12130P3VM

130+/-6*

90

160

Y99KCFS14150P2VM

Y99KDFS14150P2VM

Y99KEFS14150P2VM Y99KCFS14150P3VM Y99KDFS14150P3VM Y99KEFS14150P3VM

150+/-7*

110

180

Y99KCFS14170P2VM

Y99KDFS14170P2VM

Y99KEFS14170P2VM Y99KCFS14170P3VM Y99KDFS14170P3VM Y99KEFS14170P3VM

170+/-7*

130

200

One SPST + one close
on rise signal contact

SPDT contact

DPST contact

* In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum allowable temperature.
See coolers models that can be mounted on rods in the accessories section at the end of this catalog.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C. For these types, maximum ambient temperature acceptable on enclosure : 60°C.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Rod high limit, fixed setting, manual reset, fail safe.

Electrical
connection

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Combined thermostats + limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob+
screw driver

Wall

Control and high limit

Two SPDT 15A

-25 to +50°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive
atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostats, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitches type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 182x132x90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located inside the aluminum enclosure, on backside
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 10 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
on request
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the
400VAC
10
500000
outside of enclosure. 3 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
500000
15
250VAC
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C for temperature control thermostat; By screw
500000
15
125VAC
driver on printed dial for the high limit thermostat (F on request). Adjustment is
500000
15
0-15VDC
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
500000
2
15-30VDC
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe s
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalogue)
Contacts: two independent SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references
Temperature range of Differentialof control
References
Temperature range of
Differentialof high
thermostat (°C)
control thermostat (°C) high limit thermostat (°C)
limit thermostat (°C)
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Ambient temperature control with automatic reset high limit

Electrical
connection

Y9AKAC-2502522VK
Y9AKAC-1001522VK
Y9AKAC00005020VK

-25+25**
-10+15**
0-50**

-25+25**
-10+15**
0-50**

2+/-1
2+/-1
2+/-1

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum
ambient temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Combined thermostats + limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob+
manual reset

Wall

Control and high limit

Two SPDT 15A

-25 to +50°C

Types

ap

pr
ov

al

pe

nd
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g

Y9AKCF

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive
atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostats, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitches type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 182x132x90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Temperature sensing element is located inside the aluminum enclosure, on backside
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 10 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 3 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request), for temperature control
thermostat; No possible adjustment for the high limit manual reset thermostat
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Adjustment is
rating (A)
life (cycles)
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
400VAC
10
500000
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
15
500000
250VAC
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
15
500000
125VAC
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
15
500000
0-15VDC
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalogue)
2
500000
15-30VDC
Contacts: two independent SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles

AT

Main references
References
Y9AKCF-2502560VK
Y9AKCF-1001560VK
Y9AKCF00005070VK

Temperature range of Temperature set point of Differentialof control Manual reset thermostat min.
resettable temperature (°C)
thermostat (°C)
control thermostat (°C) manual reset thermostat (°C)
-25+25**
- 10 + 15**
0-50**

60+/-5
60+/-5
70+/-5

2+/-1
2+/-1
2+/-1

3+/-2
3+/-2
3+/-2

** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the
risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum ambient
temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Ambient temperature control with fail safe manual reset high limit

Electrical
connection

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Combined thermostats + limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob+
screw driver

Bulb and capillary

Control and high limit

Two SPDT 15A

35+320°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for
potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostats, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitches type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 182x132x90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Two bulb and capillary temperature sensing element , protected by flexible corrugated stainless steel
tube,
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 10 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available
rating (A)
life (cycles)
on request
400VAC
10
500000
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the
15
250VAC
500000
outside of enclosure. 3 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
15
500000
125VAC
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C for temperature control thermostat; By screw
15
500000
0-15VDC
driver on printed dial for the high limit thermostat (F on request). Adjustment is
2
500000
15-30VDC
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalogue)
Contacts: two independent SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references
References

Temperature range of
Temperature range of
Capillaries length
control thermostat (°C) high limit thermostat (°C)
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(L, mm)

Max temperature
Differentialof
Differentialof high
on bulb (°C)
limit thermostat (°C) control thermostat (°C)

Y9BKAC-2502522VK

-25+25**

-25+25**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y9BKAC-1001522VK

-10+15**

-10+15**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y9BKAC00005020VK

0-50**

0-50**

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y9BKAC00007052VK

0-70

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9BKAC00007012VK

0-70

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9BKAC02009050VK

20-90

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9BKAC02009010VK

20-90

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9BKAC01015050VK

10-150

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9BKAC01015010VK

10-150

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9BKAC08020001VK

80-200

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y9BKAC05030001VK

50-300

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

6+/-4

320
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Bulb and capillary temperature control with automatic reset high limit

Electrical
connection

** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum ambient temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Combined thermostats + limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob+
manual reset

Bulb and capillary

Control and high limit

Two SPDT 15A

-35+170°C

Types

pr
ov
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g

Y9BKCF

ap

General rules for installation:

an
d

IE
C

EX

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostats, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitches type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 182x132x90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing elements: control thermostat sensor is based on liquid expansion principle, oil filled. Fail safe manual reset thermostat is based on ebullition of
aqueous liquid with additive.
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 10 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 3 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request), for temperature control thermostat; No possible adjustment for the high limit manual reset thermostat Adjustment is
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm
rating (A)
life (cycles)
square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
400VAC
10
500000
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance
15
500000
250VAC
for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe s
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
15
500000
125VAC
Contacts: two independent SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
0-15VDC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
2
500000
15-30VDC
circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts.
The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Main references
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Control thermostat capillary length: 1500mm
Safety thermostat capillary length: 900mm

AT

References

Control adjustment
temperature (°C)

Y9BKCF-2502560VK

-25+25**

6.4

152

Y9BKCF-1001560VK

-10+15**

6.4

Y9BKCF00005070VK

0-50**

6.4

Y9BKCF00007090VK

0-70

4.8

152
152
120
120
120

TControl bulb diameter Control bulb length
(D1, mm)
(L1, mm)

Y9BKCF02009011VK

+20~+90

4.8

Y9BKCF01015017VK

+10~+150

4.8

High limit
temperature
set point (°C)

High limit
bulb diameter
(D2, mm)

High limit bulb
length (L2, mm)

Control
Differential (°C)

Max temperature
on bulbs (°C)

60+/-5

6

50

2+/-1

50

60+/-5

6

2+/-1

50

70+/-5

6

90+/-5

6

50
50
50

2+/-1
3+/-2

160

110+/-5

6

170+/-7

6

50
50

3+/-2
3+/-2

60

160
160

** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. However it is important to protect the bulb and /or the capillary against the risk of freezing if a temperature below -35 ° C can be reached in
operation. Acceptable storage temperature: -50 ° C.
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Bulb and capillary thermostat control with fail safe manual reset high limit

Electrical
connection
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Combined thermostats + limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob+
screw driver

Rod

Control and high limit

Two SPDT 15A

35+320°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

an
d

IE
C

EX

ap

Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostats, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitches type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 182x132x90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: rod with two temperature sensing bulbs, liquid expansion principle, oil filled.
Standard rod lengths are 230 and 300mm, but on request, it is possible to make 450mm and 600mm
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 10 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Max
Switch Electrical
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
on request
10
500000
400VAC
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside
of enclosure. 3 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
15
500000
250VAC
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C for temperature control thermostat; By screw
15
500000
125VAC
driver on printed dial for the high limit thermostat (F on request). Adjustment is
15
500000
0-15VDC
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Mounting: By the 3/8 thread or by the dia. 14.5mm bushing located at the rod end
2
500000
15-30VDC
under the enclosure. These devices allow the use of fittings, brackets, flanges, pockets
and other accessories described in the last section of this catalogue
Contacts: two independent SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage circuits
(24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts. The
electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references
Temperature range
Temperature range
of high limit
of control thermostat (°C) thermostat (°C)

Rod diameter
(D, mm)

References with
230mm rod

References with
300mm rod

Y9CKAC-2502522VK

Y9CKAC-2502523VK

-25+25**

-25+25**

10

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y9CKAC-1001522VK

Y9CKAC-1001523VK

-10+15**

-10+15**

10

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

Y9CKAC00005022VK

Y9CKAC00005023VK

0-50**

0-50**

10

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

Y9CKAC00007052VK

Y9CKAC00007053VK

0-70

0-70

10

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9CKAC02009052VK

Y9CKAC02009053VK

20-90

20-90

10

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9CKAC01015052VK

Y9CKAC01015053VK

10-150***

10-150***

10

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

Y9CKAC08020002VK

Y9CKAC08020003VK

80-200***

80-200***

10

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Y9CKAC05030002VK

Y9CKAC05030003VK

50-300***

50-300***

10

10+/-4

6+/-4

320

Differential of high Differential of control
thermostat (°C)
limit thermostat (°C)
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Rod temperature control thermostat with automatic reset high limit

Electrical
connection

Max temperature
on rod (°C)

** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum ambient temperature on these thermostats: +60°C
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it does not exceed its maximum
allowable temperature.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Combined thermostats + limiters, connection inside EX « e »
aluminum housing with built-in connection block
Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Printed knob+
manual reset

Rod

Control and high limit

Two SPDT 15A

-35+170°C

pr
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Y9CKCF

General rules for installation:
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Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostats, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +60 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats have explosion-proof microswitches type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to
IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
II 2G Ex d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 182x132x90mm (Dimensions without cable gland), with epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing elements: Stainless steel rod, with control thermostat sensor based on liquid expansion principle, oil filled and one fail safe manual reset thermostat
based on ebullition of aqueous liquid with additive.
Standard rod lengths are 230 and 300mm, but on request, it is possible to make 450mm and 600mm
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 10 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 3 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Adjustment: With knob printed in °C (°F on request), for temperature control thermostat; No possible adjustment for the high limit manual reset thermostat Adjustment is
possible only after removing the cover, and when the electrical supply is powered off.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
Mounting: By the 3/8 thread or by the dia. 14.5mm bushing located at the rod end
rating (A)
life (cycles)
10
500000
400VAC
under the enclosure. These devices allow the use of fittings, brackets, flanges, pockets
and other accessories described in the last section of this catalogue
15
500000
250VAC
Contacts: two independent SPDT (snap action contact)
15
500000
125VAC
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs
15
500000
0-15VDC
circuits, and direct power switching.
2
500000
15-30VDC
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated contacts.
The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 500.000 cycles
Main references

AT

Differential Max temperature
of control
on rod (°C)
thermostat (°C)

References with
230mm rod

References with
300mm rod

Temperature range
of control
thermostat (°C)

High limit
temperature
set point (°C)

Rod diameter
(D, mm)

Y9CKCF-2502562VK

Y9CKCF-2502563VK

-25+25**

60+/-5

10

2+/-1

50

Y9CKCF-1001562VK

Y9CKCF-1001563VK

-10+15**

60+/-5

10

2+/-1

50

Y9CKCF00005072VK

Y9CKCF00005073VK

0-50**

70+/-5

10

2+/-1

60

Y9CKCF00007092VK

Y9CKCF00007093VK

0-70

90+/-5

10

3+/-2

160

Y9CKCF02009012VK

Y9CKCF02009013VK

20-90

110+/-5

10

3+/-2

160

Y9CKCF01015072VK

Y9CKCF01015073VK

10-150***

170+/-7

10

3+/-2

160

** The filling liquid of these thermostatic assemblies has a freezing temperature below -40 ° C. Acceptable minimum storage temperature: -50 ° C. Maximum ambient temperature on
these thermostats: +60°C
*** In these applications, the enclosure surface temperature class T6 may be reduced to T5. It is important that the process temperature is not transmitted to the housing and that it
does not exceed its maximum allowable temperature.
See to the last section of this catalogue for existing accessories
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Rod thermostat control with fail safe manual reset high limit

Electrical
connection

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Impossible
adjustment

Wall

Control

10A SPNO or SPNC

0 +70°C

Types

General rules for installation:

EX

ap

This explosion-proof thermostat can be used in gas and dust, and is certified as ATEX and ECEEx equipment. It has an increased safety aluminum housing IP65 epoxy paint
with a terminal block, in which a fixed temperature disc thermostat, Ex "d" approved is through wall mounted. The sensitive part of the thermostat is located outside the
housing, on the side. It is used to measure the ambient air temperature, and usually used as antifreeze protection.
Aluminum enclosure earthing is mandatory.
Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +70 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats are explosion-proof type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to IEC/EN 600797.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending

EX

an
d
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C

Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland, and thermostat sensing probe, protruding of 20mm). Epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less than
0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: Fixed setting bimetal disc thermostat, calibrated between 0 and 70°C
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 6 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. Large space provided for connection.
Max
Switch Electrical
Voltage
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
rating (A)
life (cycles)
Cable glands: two M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or
10
100.000 cycles
250V VAC
13 to 16mm. There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland
30.000 cycles
250V VAC
16
input.
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available
15
100.000 cycles
125V VAC
on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
Contacts: SPNC or SPNO (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 100.000 cycles
Main references
Approvals:
References
Open Temperature (°C/°F)
Tolerance (°C/°F)
Close temperature (°C/°F)
Tolerance (°C/°F)
IECEx : xxxxxxx Ta-50+150
Y9D4AS000905C8Z6
Atex: xxxxxxx Ta -50+150
10/50
3/5,4
5/41
4/7,2
Y9D4AS001808C8Z6

18/64.4

3/5,4

10/50

4/7,2

Y9D4AS004010C8Z6

40/104

3/5,4

30/86

3/5,4
4/7,2

Y9D4AS004512C8Z6

45/113

3/5,4

33/91.4

Y9D4AS005010D8Z6

50/122

4/7,2

40/104

5/9

Y9D4AS005510D8Z6

55/131

4/7,2

45/113

3/5,4

Y9D4AS006010C8Z6

60/140

4/7,2

50/122

5/9

Y9D4AS107010C8Z6

60/140

4/7,2

70/158

5/9

Y9D4AS006010D8Z6

60/140

4/7,2

50/122

3/5,4

Y9D4AS006015D8Z6

60/140

4/7,2

45/113

4/7,2

Y9D4AS006510C8Z6

65/149

4/7,2

55/131

5/9

Y9D4AS007020D8Z6

70/158

4/7,2

50/122

5/9

Y9D4AS007010C8Z6

70/158

4/7,2

60/140

5/9
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Y9D4A-6

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Electrical
connection
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Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Disc thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Ambient Temperature control, fixed setting, 2 cable glands

Other temperatures available between 0 and 70°C (MOQ apply)
In red: close on temperature rise contact
Accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Set point
adjustment

Mounting

Action

Contact
Rating 230V

T° range min
and max limits

Internal junction block

Impossible
adjustment

Wall

Control

10A SPNO or SPNC

0 +70°C
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Y9D4A-9
Y9D4A-P

General rules for installation:
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This explosion-proof thermostat can be used in gas and dust, and is certified as ATEX and ECEEx equipment.
It has an increased safety aluminum housing IP65 epoxy paint with a terminal block, in which a fixed temperature disc thermostat, Ex "d" approved, is through wall mounted.
The sensitive part of the thermostat is located outside the housing, on the side. It is used to measure the ambient air temperature, and usually used as antifreeze protection.
Aluminum enclosure earthing is mandatory.
Important Note: These thermostats are considered to be material by the standards of equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres. They are intended to monitor or
control the temperatures in hazardous areas. Thermostat, housing and terminal block are indivisible.
In gas explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 1 or 2 in the presence of gas, smoke and fog, class IIC, surface temperature T6, and ambient temperature on the
enclosure from -50 to +70 ° C.
In dust explosive atmospheres, they can be used in zones 21 and 22
These thermostats are explosion-proof type II2Gb, Ex dIIC according to IEC/EN 60079-1, embedded in an increased safety aluminum enclosure according to IEC/EN 60079-7.
Ex identification :
Gas explosive atmospheres:
Ex II 2G d e IIC T6
Dust explosive atmospheres:
Ex 2D Ex tb IIIC T85°C Db
Approvals: These products are ATEX and IECEx certified
Atex: pending ; IECEx: pending
Housing: aluminum, 140 x 110 x 90mm (Dimensions without cable gland, and thermostat sensing probe, protruding of 20mm). Epoxy painting, RAL7032 (thickness less
than 0.2mm)
Temperature sensing element: Fixed setting bimetal disc thermostat, calibrated between 0 and 70°C
Electrical connection: On built-in junction block, 4mm², screw terminals. 9 terminals for neutral, ground and line, including jumpers between input and output for neutral
and ground. This connection block allows the distribution on 2 or 3 heating elements.
Max
Switch Electrical
Large space provided for connection.
Voltage
rating (A)
life (cycles)
A built in junction block, type Push-In® is available on request.
Two versions of cable glands:
10
100.000 cycles
250V VAC
- 3 M25 metal cable glands can be used for cable from 9 to 13mm or 13 to 16mm.
30.000 cycles
250V VAC
16
There is a cable locking saddle inside the enclosure, at each cable gland input.
15
100.000 cycles
125V VAC
- One M25 metal cable gland and one drill for 1”1/4 plastic stand-off leg for heat tracing
Other cable glands for round cable, flat cable or independent conductors are available on request
Ground terminals: Two M4 grounding terminals with saddle are located on the outside of enclosure. 2 grounding terminals are located on the junction block.
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 2 holes dia. 6.5 mm in diagonal of a 95mm x 95mm square. 4 tabs elevate the housing of 3mm to limit the thermal contact with the wall.
The housing rear face further includes four M4 threaded holes 36.5 x75mm distance for mounting metal brackets and feet providing offset wall mounting, pole or pipe
mounting (see the accessories in the last part of this catalog)
Contacts: SPNC or SPNO (snap action contact)
Electrical rating: Suitable for power control, remote control of relay coils or PLCs circuits, and direct power switching.
These devices use silver contacts or silver alloy contacts. Due to the possible oxidation of the contacts in time, we do not recommend the use of AC or DC low-voltage
circuits (24V or less) if the switched intensity is less than 100mA, or the switched power less than 800mW. Contact us for those applications that require gold-plated
contacts. The electrical ratings given are normalized resistive circuit values.
Mechanical life : > 100.000 cycles
Main references
Approvals:
References with
References with 1 M25 cable Open Temperature (°C/°F)
Tolerance (°C/°F)
Close temperature (°C/°F)
Tolerance (°C/°F)
IECEx : xxxxxxx Ta-50+150
3 M25 cable gland
gland and 1”1/4 drill
Atex: xxxxxxx Ta -50+150
10/50
3/5,4
5/41
4/7,2
Y9E4AS000905C8ZP
Y9E4AS000905C8Z9

AT

Y9E4AS001808C8Z9

Y9E4AS001808C8ZP

18/64.4

3/5,4

10/50

4/7,2

Y9E4AS004010C8Z9

Y9E4AS004010C8ZP

40/104

3/5,4

30/86

3/5,4
4/7,2

Y9E4AS004512C8Z9

Y9E4AS004512C8ZP

45/113

3/5,4

33/91.4

Y9E4AS005010D8Z9

Y9E4AS005010D8ZP

50/122

4/7,2

40/104

5/9

Y9E4AS005510D8Z9

Y9E4AS005510D8ZP

55/131

4/7,2

45/113

3/5,4

Y9E4AS006010C8Z9

Y9E4AS006010C8ZP

60/140

4/7,2

50/122

5/9

Y9E4AS107010C8Z9

Y9E4AS107010C8ZP

60/140

4/7,2

70/158

5/9

Y9E4AS006010D8Z9

Y9E4AS006010D8ZP

60/140

4/7,2

50/122

3/5,4

Y9E4AS006015D8Z9

Y9E4AS006015D8ZP

60/140

4/7,2

45/113

4/7,2

Y9E4AS006510C8Z9

Y9E4AS006510C8ZP

65/149

4/7,2

55/131

5/9

Y9E4AS007020D8Z9

Y9E4AS007020D8ZP

70/158

4/7,2

50/122

5/9

Y9E4AS007010C8Z9

Y9E4AS007010C8ZP

70/158

4/7,2

60/140

5/9

Other temperatures available between 0 and 70°C (MOQ apply)
In red: close on temperature rise contact
Accessories, see last section of this catalogue.
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Disc thermostats and limiters, connection inside EX « e » aluminum
housing with built-in connection block
Ambient Temperature control, fixed setting, with distribution block

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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Accessories
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Ex”e”, IP65 aluminum junction boxes, 140x110x90mm
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Ex”e”, IP65 aluminum junction boxes, 140x110x90mm
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Y9FA00

Dimension : 140x110x90mm
Ingress protection : IP65
Impact resistance : IK10
Material : die cast aluminum
Gasket: silicone vulcanized on
the box
Cover screws: captive M6,
stainless steel.
Surface protection : epoxy
painted, RAL7035
Drills: 2 holes dia 25mm for cable
glands
Tappings: 2 x M4, 90mm distance
, equipped with 35mm DIN rai l
Grounding: 2 external M4
Mounting: 2 screws , 95mm
distance
ID: slot for 60x40 mm plate
Ambient temperature: 50+150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending. IECEx:
pending
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Dimension : 140x110x90mm
Ingress protection : IP65
Impact resistance : IK10
Material : die cast aluminum
Gasket: silicone vulcanized on
the box
Cover screws: captive M6,
stainless steel.
Surface protection : epoxy
painted, RAL7035
Drills: none
Tappings: 2 x M4, 90mm distance
for DIN rai l
Grounding: 2 external M4
Mounting: 2 screws , 95mm
distance
ID: slot for 60x40 mm plate
Ambient temperature: 50+150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending. IECEx:
pending

AT
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Ex”e”, IP65 aluminum junction boxes, 140x110x90mm
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Reference
Y9FA5R42V

Dimension : 140x110x90mm
Ingress protection : IP65
Impact resistance : IK10
Material : die cast aluminum
Gasket: silicone vulcanized on
the box
Cover screws: captive M6,
stainless steel.
Surface protection : epoxy
painted, RAL7035
Drills: 3 holes dia 25mm
equipped with nickel plated
cable glands with 2 sets of
gaskets, for cables dia.10-14 and
11-17mm
Equipment: 35mm DIN rai l with
7 ways , 4mm² live terminals,
and 3 internal clamping devices
for cables
Grounding: 2 external M4
screws , and 3 connection blocks
4mm² on the DIN rail
Mounting: 2 screws , 95mm
distance
ID: slot for 60x40 mm plate
Ambient temperature: 50+150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending.
IECEx: pending

EX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Dimension : 140x110x90mm
Ingress protection : IP65
Impact resistance : IK10
Material : die cast aluminum
Gasket: silicone vulcanized on the
box
Cover screws: captive M6,
stainless steel.
Surface protection : epoxy painted,
RAL7035
Drills: 2 holes dia 25mm equipped
with nickel plated cable glands
(with 2 sets of gaskets, for cables
dia.10-14 and 11-17mm)
Equipment: 35mm DIN rai l with 5
ways , 4mm² live terminals, and 2
internal clamping devices for
cables
Grounding: 2 external M4 screws ,
and 2 connection blocks 4mm² on
the DIN rail
Mounting: 2 screws , 95mm
distance
ID: slot for 60x40 mm plate
Ambient temperature: -50+150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending. IECEx:
pending

Reference
Y9FA6R63V

AT
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Ex”e”, IP65 aluminum junction boxes, 140x110x90mm
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Cable glands for explosion proof thermostats enclosures

M16x1.5
-Clamp-on dia. 6 to 9mm cable (e.g. 2x1.5mm ² cable used on
disc thermostats series A4, and 3x1.5mm² used on Y91 to Y93
types)
-Clamp-on flexible metal sheath dia. 13mm
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending

M20x1.5 (Round cables)
-Clamp-on dia. 6 to 15mm cable
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal,
silicone gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals : ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending

pe

Reference

Reference
6Y9P25C0609
6Y9P25C0812
6Y9P25C1115

6Y9P16G0609

Reference

6Y9P20B0406
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M20x1.5
-Clamp-on capillary covered with dia. 4mm over molded
sleeve
-Clamp-on dia. 4 to 6mm cable (e.g. 3x0.5mm ² cable used on
thermostats series of Y90)
-Clamp-on flexible metal sheath dia. 10mm
-Clamping nut on the capillary is locked
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending

EX

M20x1.5
-Clamp-on dia. 6 to 9mm cable (e.g. 2x1.5mm ² cable used on
disc thermostats series A4, and 3x1.5mm² used on Y91 to Y93
types)
-Clamp-on flexible metal sheath dia. 13mm
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending
6Y9P20G0609

IE
C

Reference

Dia. cable
6~9 mm
8~12 mm
11~15 mm

M25x1.5 (With special gaskets for heat tracing flat
cables)
To facilitate the installation of heating cables, especially
the flat self-regulating heating cables we have
developed a serie of M25 cable glands with gaskets
adapted for mounting these cables, avoiding their
heating section penetrating inside theenclosure
(Patented). These cable glands ensure both sealing,
protection against water and dust ingress, excellent
resistance to tearing, and conductors electrical
insulation within the enclosure. They require filling with
RTV silicone resin.
They are designed for use on our EX-e. aluminum
enclosures.
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals : ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending

al

M16x1.5
-Clamp-on dia. 6 to 12mm cable
-Also available with gaskets for flat cables
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals : ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending
Reference
Diamètre du cable
6Y9P16C0406
4 ~6mm
6Y9P16C0609
6 ~9mm

Dia. cable
4 ~6mm
6 ~9mm
9 ~12mm

Reference
6Y9P25CA
6Y9P25CB
6Y9P25CC

Cable size
4.5 x10mm ~ 5.9 x 13 mm
5 x 12mm ~ 6.5x15.6mm
de 6.5x 10.5mm ~ 8.5 x 14mm

Filling silicone
Room temperature vulcanizing silicone.Very smooth,
fills the gaskets well and withoutbubbles. Comes
withaspecial nozzlethat directsthe liquid siliconein the
desired locationwithout spilling.
Color: red
Packaging: 45 ml tube.
Temperature resistance: 280°C.
Vulcanization time at room temperature: 12 to 24 hours
depending on thickness
Vulcanized hardness: 35 Shore A
Volume resistivity: 4*1015 ohms/cm.
Extension: 150%.
Breakdown voltage: 16KV/mm.
To be used on clean, degreased and dry surfaces
Reference

6YTMC2000ELH062A

an
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Installation sequences of the special gaskets for flat heating cables (Field installation, without available electrical power)*

2/Move braid back toward the overjacket, creating a
bulge. At the bulge, separate the braid with a screw
driver (without cutting the braid) to make an opening.
Some cables do not have a braid, but aluminum foil and
straight wire. For these models, just cut the aluminum
foil and go to step 4

3/While bending the heating cable, work the cable
through the braid opening. Pull the braid tigth and twist
it to make a wire.

4/ With a cutter or a special cable stripper **,score the
inner insulation 100 mm from the end. Lightly cut the
inner jacket up the center to end of heating cable and
remove the inner jacket from the cable.

5/Shave the core material from the outside of each bus
wire,to the end of the cable. Warning: do not cut the
wires.

6/ Starting at the end of the heating cable, using
needle nose pliers, pull each bus wire away from
the core material. Twist carefully each wire end
Technical tip: this operation may be easier if the
core side are heated with a lighter (OUTSIDE
HAZARDOUS AREAS!)

7/ Cut and remove the exposed core material. Insulate
the full length of wired braid with shrinkable tube to give
it the rigidity that will be needed for next step.
(Shrinkable tube is supplied with each cable gland set)

8/ Put cable gland nut and washer on the cable. Twist
lead ends, insert the 2 active wires and the braid insid
the boot. Push the boot on the wires until a 5 to 10mm
gap remains between the cable and the boot end.

9/ Liberally apply RTV inside the boot

10/ Push the heating cable inside the rubber boot, until
it is blocked. Wires must have an exposed length of 6mm
min. Cut wires if this exposed length is longer than 8mm.
If shorter than 6mm, it is possible to shorten the boot
tubes after silicone curing. If RTV silicone flows outside
the boot, clean it with dry cotton cloth.

11/ Let the silicone RTV cure 24 hours at room
temperature. After curing, assemble the boot inside the
cable gland.

12/ Connect wires on the connection block. Respect the
stripping length and torque of the connection block
instruction manual. Clamp the boot with the saddle.

EX

1/ With a cutter or a special cable stripper **,score the
outer insulation at110 mm from the end of the cable.
Lightly cut the outer jacket up the center to the end of
heating cable, and remove the outer jacket from the
cable. Warning: Do not cut metal braid.
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M20x1.5
-Clamp-on dia. 6 to 12mm cable
-Also available with gaskets for flat cables
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals : ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending

M16x1.5
-Clamp-on capillary covered with dia. 4mm over molded
sleeve
-Clamp-on dia. 4 to 6mm cable (e.g. 3x0.5mm ² cable used on
thermostats series of Y90)
-Clamp-on flexible metal sheath dia. 10mm
-Clamping nut on the capillary is locked
Material: nickel plated brass body, silicone seal, silicone
gasket, nickel plated brass nut.
Class of protection: IP68
Ambient temperature T °: -50 +150°C
Approvals: ATEX: pending ; IECEx : pending
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EEx « e » Cable glandsPresse
Mounting a thermostat inside an enclosure that has to be used in explosive atmospheres brings several constraints for the cable glands:
1 /They must provide awater and dust ingress protection to the electric cables or thermostat capillaries.
2/They must guarantee a high strength against peel and torsion. Most of availaible EX-e cable glands on the market do not comply with these explosion proof standards
requirements, and request an external cable securing device.
3/They must secure a mechanical protective sheath on the cables, and its grounding.
4/ They mustwithstand the very cold ambient temperatures that are often encountered in their applications
5/They must provide a resistance to shocks consistent with industrial use.
For all these reasons , we have developed our own range of cable glands , eliminating plastic cable glands models and focusing on nickel-plated brass items with silicone
gaskets.These cable glands are improved by the cable securing saddle existing on all our EX-e aluminum enclosures. Their references include nickel plated brass nut and a flat
silicone gasket. All these cables glands use a patented gasket compression locking device.
Range below can meet uses encountered in the application of products of this catalog . Contact us us if specific models to your applications are not described in it .
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Knobs and dials for explosion proof thermostats

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Knobs
All flameproof thermostat set point adjustment shafts have a diameter of 6mm with a 4.6mm flat. Except in special applications, these shafts have a length of
10mm. The screwdriver adjustment shaft has a projecting length of 1 to 2mm. The knob temperature printing increases when the knob is turned clockwise.

Dia. 10mm miniature arrow
knob (With a slot allowing
screw driver adjustment)

Dia. 35mm knob, with
transparent skirt.(Black
printing on request)

Flat knob, dia. 41mm, height
14mm (PA66)

Flat knob, dia. 41mm, height Flat knob, dia. 41mm, height
12mm with soft grip touch
16,3mm, with built in
(PC)
adjustable stop, (ABS)

Reference

Reference

Reference

Reference

Reference

66MQ006

66MM006*********

66MG006*********

66MZ006*********

66ME006*********

Knob printings
°C, white color printing
-25+25°C

-10+15°C

0-50°C

0-70°C

20-90°C

10-150°C

80-200°C

50-300°C

-250253AW

-100153AW

0000503AW

0000703AW

0200903AW

0101503AW

0802003AW

0503003AW

°F, white color printing
5-80°F

15-60°F

32-120°F

32-160°F

70-195°F

50-300°F

175-390°F

120-570°F

-250253AX

-100153AX

0000503AX

0000703AX

0200903AX

0101503AX

0802003AX

0503003AX

********* : The complete reference is achieved by replacing the * by the 9 characters in red, providing the printing and its position. The flat of the shat is facing the
temperature range high end. Other high end position on request.
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Ambient Temperature control, fixed setting, with distribution block

The scale on the dial is in the opposite direction of the knob scale, but the set point remains clockwise increase.

Square printable dial, mounting with Square printable dial, push in mounting Large plastic printable dial, multi holes.
2 M4 screws, 28mm distance. When inside M4 threads, 28mm distance. When When temperature printed, for use with
temperature printed, for use with
temperature printed, for use with
screwdriver adjustment or 66MQ
screwdriver adjustment or 66MQ
screwdriver adjustment or 66MQ
miniature knob. When arrow printed, for
miniature knob. When arrow printed,
miniature knob. When arrow printed, for
use with 66MM knob. (PBT)
for use with 66MM knob. (PBT)
use with 66MM knob. (PBT)
(Adhesive version is also available)

Black bezel for knobs dia. 41 mm (ABS)

Reference

Reference

Reference

Reference

66CP01******
66CA01******

66CP02*******

66CP03******

66EN1

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Dials and bezels

Dials printings
°C, white color printing
Arrow

-25+25°C

-10+15°C

0-50°C

0-70°C

20-90°C

10-150°C

80-200°C

50-300°C

0000020AW

-25025CAW

-10015CAW

000050CAW

000070CAW

020090CAW

010150CAW

080200CAW

050300CAW

°F, white color printing
Arrow

5-80°F

15-60°F

32-120°F

32-160°F

70-195°F

50-300°F

175-390°F

120-570°F

0000020AW

-25025CAX

-10015CAX

000050CAX

000070CAX

020090CAX

010150CAX

080200CAX

050300CAX

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Knobs and dials for explosion proof thermostats

*********: The complete reference is achieved by replacing the * by the 9 characters in red, providing the dial printing and its position. The range high end printing
position is indicated on the drawing. Other high end position on request.
Many other knobs, dials, bezels exist. See the full list in the catalogue N°1
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Liquid temperature sensing
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3/8 x1/2”, 304 stainless steel
fitting (fits the 3/8” thread
located under the housing)

68

Reference
66RI1238

1/2 BSPT (Taped) Aisi 304
Stainless steel pocket dia. 9x10
mm, for rod dia. 8mm and
11x12 for dia.10mm rods
L
230mm
290mm
440mm
590mm

Reference
10x11
11x12
66DI12S230S10 66DI12S230S12
66DI12S290S10 66DI12S290S12
66DI12S440S10 66DI12S440S12
66DI12S590S10 66DI12S590S12

Fitting for dia. 10 mm flexible
corrugated tube securing on
pocket 14.5mm ID boss (PA66)
(replaces the standard silicone
tube end part)
Reference
9BBSI10RA100003A

G1/2 (BSPT) Stainless steel
pocket dia. 7x8mm, for bulbs
dia. 4.7 and 6.3mm
L
100mm
190mm
290mm
440mm

Reference
66DI12S230S12
66DI12S290S12
66DI12S440S12
66DI12S590S12

Air duct temperature sensing
Stainless steel flange for
dia. 14.5 mm rod output

Reference
66BF1

Dia. 10 mm flexible corrugated
tube output, thru wall air
duct mounting (PA66).
Replaces the standard
silicone tube end boot
Reference
9BBSIRA100005A

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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Pockets, flanges, brackets and other accessories

Bulb and Capillary surface mounting accessories
Bulb mounting clips
Stamped steel,
for bulb dia. 4 to 6.3mm

Bulb mounting clips
Reinforced PC-ABS,
screw mounting,
for bulb dia. 5 and 6mm,
maximum temperature
90°C Clips
Reference
66BAE10000AFS07A

Bulb protective
mounting bracket,
perforated, stainless
steel, 2 screws mounting
, for bulbs dia. 5 and
6mm
Reference
66DU

Bulb mounting clips
PA66 Plastic, 2 screw
mounting or adhesive,
for bulbs dia. 4.7 and
6.3 mm, maximum
temperature 80°C
Reference
9BBFPM134211900

Pipe mounting accessories
304 Stainless steel
perforated strip
Reference
66TY001***
***= Pipe OD in mm

304 Stainless steel hose clamp
Reference
66T5001051
66T5001051
66T5001051
66T5001051
66T5001051
66T5001051
66T5001051

D2
627
646
668
691
6118
6125
6163

D1
51
70
92
114
140
165
203

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Reference
66PA045000020

Note: although this thermostat is provided for mounting on tube with other systems such as plastic clamps or springs, we do not recommend these other systems for
applications in industrial and hazardous areas.

Silicone boots for corrugated stainless steel flexible tube end protection
(for capillaries and electrical cables)
10 mm OD flexible corrugated
tube output, for thermostat
capillary.( Fitted in standard )
Reference
9BBJO1000000154A

10 mm OD flexible corrugated
tube output, for thermostat
cable H05VV-F 3x 0.5mm²
(dia. 5 to 5.5mm)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Pockets, flanges, brackets and other accessories

Reference
9BBSI10JO100204A

13 mm OD flexible
corrugated tube output,
for thermostat cable
H05SS-F 2x1.5mm²
and 3x1.5mm²
Reference
9BBSI10JO100205A

Many other mounting accessories, flanges, brackets, pockets, can be found on pages 213 to 219 of the catalogue N°2
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Cables and sensors pipe mounting

70

Stainless steel band, 12.5 mm width, temperatureresistant, allows fast and durable assembly,
andthe ability to repositionorreplace cables. It has
evenly spaced tabs with 21mm pitch. Itsfoldable
tabs allow settingtheheating cablesat a constant
distance. Allowstheclampingonany pipe diameter
Mounting:
- Longitudinally spot weldedon the walls oftanks
orpipes.
- On the pipe circumference,by cuttingthe
circumferenceand tightening with a M4 screwand
a nutthrough the holesof the twobent ends.
Reference
6YTBT01250304
6YTBT01250430
6YTBTKIT4

Description
AISI304 band, 50mm reel
AISI430 band, 50mm reel
Box of 50 truss head screws
25mm length + M4 nuts,
for clamping on diameter.

Made of galvanized steel, this band designed
for floor heating allows mounting with 50mm
pitch. Foldable legs with locking latch help
block heating cord.
Mounting: on the ground of heating floor
before coating with cement.
Reference
9BBAE1000ELH105A

Description
25 m Dispenser packing

Brackets for probes mounting on pipe surface
For thermostat bulbs dia. 4 to
6.3 mm.
Made of flexible Stainless
Steel 304, 0.5mm thickness.
Allows the mounting and
protection of thermostat
bulbs on pipes. Its flexibility
allows mounting on most pipe
diameters. Can also be used
with electronic temperature
sensors probes. Mounting
with 2 hose clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF160032

For disc thermostat with
M20x1.5 thread ,
Stainless Steel 304,
mounting with 2 hose
clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF060030M20

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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Explosion proof thermostats. Heat tracing accessories

Explosion proof thermostats. Heat tracing accessories

Reference
6YTPF102099M20

Side mounting bracket for vertical pipe, with 100mm
offset. Mounting with 2 hose clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF102099M20V

Bottom or top vertical outlet bracket, with 100mm
offset, 180mm overall length.
Allowsthe outlet from the insulationin the bottom partof
the pipe,atthe junction of theprotection metal sheet.
Can be used for a top outlet, in this casepipe-box
distance: 225 mm. Mountingwith 2 hose clamps (see
P68)
Reference
6YTPF102284M20H

Cost saving simplified model, with 100mm offset.
Vertical mounting.
It has 4 small holes added on the vertical section to
secure cables with cable ties
Mounting with 1 hose clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF185085V

°Examples of enclosures mounting on pipes

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure

Vertical pipe stand-off leg
with aluminum enclosure

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure, bottom
mounting

Horizontal pipe long
stand-off leg with
aluminum enclosure, top
mounting

Distant wall mounting
stand-off leg, with
aluminum enclosure

1"1/4 Plastic stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure (leg not
supplied)

1"1/4 Plastic stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure and disc
thermostat (leg not
supplied)

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with PA66 enclosure

Vertical pipe stand-off leg
with PA66 enclosure

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with PA66 enclosure,
bottom mounting

Horizontal pipe long
stand-off leg with PA66
enclosure, top mounting

Distant wall mounting
stand-off leg, with PA66
enclosure

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Side mounting bracket for horizontal pipe, with 100mm
offset. Mounting with 2 hose clamps (see P68)
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Stand-off pipe mounting brackets for enclosures
These accessories are designed to be mounted onEEx "e" aluminum junction boxes described in pages 63-64, on thermostats in aluminum enclosures
described pages 41 to 60, on thermostats in plastic enclosures described in pages 33 to 38. They requesta 32 mm x 64mm rectangular hole in the pipe
insulation. These brackets are is in two parts to facilitate the passage of the insulation. The lower portion in contact with the pipe has an internal
thread which enables mounting a M20x1.disc thermostat described in page 26. It includes a recess for hose clamps and 2 holes dia. 8 mm, 80mm
distance for wall mounting applications hose. They include mounting hardware on housing, but not the clamps. On request, we can produce brackets
with a different length.

Many other accessories for electric heat tracing are described in the Catalog N°3.
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Thermostats for explosive atmospheres
Alphabetical and reference s list
Air, surface, liquids, tank and pipe mounting accessories

68-69

Ambient limiters, 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V, aluminum enclosure, automatic reset

47

Ambient limiters, 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V, aluminum enclosure, fail safe manual reset

48

Brackets for heat tracing pipe mounting

70-71

Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 230V/400V and 10A 230V, cable electrical connection. Front mounting with two M4 screws

19-20

Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 230V/400V and 10A 230V, cable electrical connection. Din rail backside mounting

23-24

Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 230V/400V and 10A 230V, wires electrical connection. Front mounting with two M4 screws

11-12

Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 230V/400V and 10A 230V, wires electrical connection. Din rail backside mounting

15-16

Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V, aluminum enclosure, automatic reset

49

Bulb and capillary limiters 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V, aluminum enclosure, fail safe, manual reset

50

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V, aluminum enclosure, knob adjustment

43

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V, aluminum enclosure, screw driver adjustment

44

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V, cable electrical connection. Front mounting with two M4 screws

17-18

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V, cable electrical connection. Din rail backside mounting

21-22

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V, wires electrical connection. Din rail backside mounting

13-14

Bulb and capillary thermostats 15A 230V/400V, wires electrical connection. Front mounting with two M4 screws

9-10

Bulb and capillary thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Inside set point adjustment

30

Bulb and capillary thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Window set point adjustment

30

Bulb and capillary thermostats with IP65 plastic enclosures, 15A 230V,Window set point adjustment

35

Bulb and capillary thermostats with IP65 plastic enclosures, 15A 230V, inside set point adjustment

36

Dials for explosion proof thermostats

67

Disc thermostats and limiters 16A 230V , Sheathed cable connection

26

Disc thermostats and limiters 16A 230V, Cable electrical connection

25

Disc thermostats and limiters, 10A, 250V, 1 cable gland M25+ drill for 1“1/4 plastic stand-off leg.

60

Disc thermostats and limiters, 10A, 250V, 2 cable glands M25

59

Disc thermostats and limiters, 10A, 250V, 3 cable glands M25

60

Double bulb and capillary thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure), Automatic reset high-limit

55

Double bulb and capillary thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure), Fail safe manual reset

56

Double room thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure), Automatic reset high-limit

53

Double room thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure), Fail safe manual reset

54

Ex «e» aluminum junction boxes, IP65. 140x110x90mm
Equipped with Din rail, 9 ways junction block, 3 M25 cable glands, and round cable locking brackets.

64

Ex «e» aluminum junction boxes, IP65. 140x110x90mm, with 2 holes for M25 cable glands and Din rail

63

Ex «e» aluminum junction boxes, IP65. 140x110x90mn, Blank without holes

63

EX «e» cable glands (-50+150°C) , M25 round cables dia. 11 to 16mm and flat cables without corrugated flexible protection tube.

65

EX «e» cable glands (-50+150°C), M16, for round cables dia. 6 to 7.5mm, with corrugated flexible protection tube dia. 10mm

65

EX «e» cable glands (-50+150°C), M16 for capillary and cables, with corrugated flexible protection tube dia. 10mm

65

EX «e» cable glands (-50+150°C), M16, for round cables dia. 7.5 to 8.5mm, with corrugated flexible protection tube dia. 12mm

65

EX «e» cable glands (-50+150°C), M20, for round cables dia. 9 to 13mm and flat cables without corrugated flexible protection tube.

65

Historical introduction

3-4

Knobs for explosion proof thermostats

66

Pipe thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Inside set point adjustment

32

Pipe thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Window set point adjustment

32

Rod double thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure), Automatic reset high-limit

57

Rod double thermostat, control and high-limit (182x132x90mm enclosure), Fail safe manual reset

58

Rod limiters, 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V aluminum enclosure, automatic reset

51

Rod limiters, 15A 250V/400V and 10A/250V aluminum enclosure, fail safe, manual reset

52

Rod thermostats 15A 230V/400V, aluminum enclosure, knob adjustment

45

Rod thermostats 15A 230V/400V, aluminum enclosure, screw driver adjustment.

46

Rod thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Inside set point adjustment

31

Rod thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Window set point adjustment

31

Rod Thermostats with IP65 plastic enclosures, 15A 230V, inside set point adjustment

38

Rod Thermostats with IP65 plastic enclosures, 15A 230V, Window set point adjustment

37

Room thermostats 15A 230V/400V, aluminum enclosure, knob adjustment

41

Room thermostats 15A 230V/400V, aluminum enclosure, screw driver adjustment

42

Room thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Inside set point adjustment

29

Room thermostats with IP54 aluminum enclosures, 5A 230V, Window set point adjustment)

29

Room thermostats with IP65 plastic enclosures, 15A 230V, inside set point adjustment.

34

Room thermostats with IP65 plastic enclosures, 15A 230V, Window set point adjustment

33

Technical introduction
Thermostats with waterproof enclosures, cable electrical connection

5- 6
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